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Abstract
Centralized APIs is a solution for KPMG ("Company") to tackle the problem that
multiple departments of the Company are developing API logic to public and propri-
etary databases in parallel. API logic consists of code and logic required to fetch
information from an API. The main requirement is that the API logic for each API
is developed only once. In addition, Single Sign-On authentication to the Company’
systems is needed and API usage must be tracked on a user and a query level.
Emphasis must be given to ease of development: development of new API logic to
the centralized APIs should be easier than before.

This thesis has three goals. First, to design and evaluate the best fitting architec-
ture to fulfil all requirements; second to implement a functioning centralized APIs
platform; and third, to implement a real-world example API logic with a new API
wrapped around it ("internal API") inside the centralized APIs platform. Internal
API will act as a template for future internal API implementations to make the
development as easy as possible. Also, a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) level
implementation of an application portal (front-end) that utilizes the internal API is
implemented. It is also used to evaluate the centralized APIs solution.

Internal APIs are implemented as microservices based on Python Flask web back-
end framework located in the centralized APIs platform. It includes authentication,
documentation, and API gateway services. The application portal is a Single-Page
Application (SPA) developed on React front-end framework. Evaluation of the
solutions reveals that all requirements are fulfilled for the centralized APIs and
all but one is fulfilled for the application portal. Ease of development of internal
APIs and Applications is analysed with examples of how they can be implemented.
Demand for both solutions exists within the Company.
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Tiivistelmä
KPMG on huomannut, että eri osastoilla kehitetään samanaikaisesti rajapinta-
ohjelmia, jotka hakevat tietoa sekä julkisista että maksullisista rajapinnoista. Keski-
tetty rajapinta-alusta (centralized APIs) on ratkaisu tämän päällekkäisen työn pois-
tamiseksi. Muita vaatimuksia ratkaisulle ovat kertakirjautuminen (Single Sign-On)
muiden yhtiön järjestelmien kanssa ja rajapintaan tehtyjen kyselyiden tilastoiminen
käyttäjäkohtaisesti. Yhtiölle on tärkeää, että uusien rajapinta-ohjelmien kehitystyön
tulisi olla helpompaa alustalla kuin ilman sitä.

Tälle diplomityölle on asetettu kolme tavoitetta, jotka sisältävät suunnittelua
sekä teknistä toteutusta. Ensimmäinen tavoite on suunnitella ratkaisu, joka täyttää
kaikki vaatimukset. Seuraava tavoite on alustan ensimmäisen version tekninen toteut-
taminen suunnitelman perusteella. Viimeinen tavoite on uuden rajapinta-ohjelman
toteuttaminen alustan päälle. Rajapinta-ohjelman tulee olla helppokäyttöinen ja
hyvin dokumentoitu, jotta sitä voi käyttää pohjana tulevissa rajapinta-ohjelmissa.
Näiden kolmen vaatimuksen lisäksi tavoitteena on toteuttaa selaimessa toimiva appli-
kaatio, joka hyödyntää uutta rajapinta-ohjelmaa. Tämän applikaation vaatimukset
ovat, että se toimii testiympäristössä ja että sillä voidaan todentaa rajapinta-ohjelman
toimivuus.

Rajapinta-ohjelmat ovat mikropalveluita (microservices) ja ne ovat toteutetty
Python ohjelmointikielen Flask ohjelmistokirjastolla joka on tarkoitettu rajapintojen
toteuttamiseen. Rajapinta-alustassa on seuraavat ominaisuudet: käyttäjän toden-
taminen, rajapinta-ohjelmien keskitetty dokumentointi sekä yhdyskäytävä-ohjelma
mikropalveluiden ja julkisen internetin välissä. Selaimessa toimiva applikaatio on
toteutettu React ohjelmistokirjastolla ja se piirtää nettisivun selaimessa siten, että
selaimen ei tarvitse päivittää sivua kun käyttäjä navigoi sivujen välillä (Single-Page
App). Rajapinta-alustan arvioinnin perusteella kaikki yhtiön vaatimukset täyttyvät.
Selaimessa toimivan applikaation osalta kaikki muut paitsi yksi vaatimus täyttyy.
Erityistä huomiota arvioinnissa on kiinnitetty kehittämisen helppouteen, ja tämä on
todennettu esimerkein uuden rajapinta-ohjelman- ja selain applikaation kehittämisen
aloittamisella.
Avainsanat Rajapinta, REST, Mikropalvelu, Docker, Kertakirjautuminen, OIDC,

React, Flask
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1 Introduction

1.1 Current State and Motivation for the Thesis
KPMG (later "Company") has identified a need to utilize public and proprietary
APIs ("external APIs") as part of services they provide. Individual departments have
started development of applications that fetch data from external APIs. However,
as a large company, the development has been started in multiple departments in
parallel without knowledge of each other. Developing the same solution multiple
times is an inefficient use of the Company’s resources, and it complicates further
development of the applications as they have been implemented in multiple different
ways. The overlapping work will continue to exist in the future as applications require
maintenance and further development in means of new functionality. The inefficient
use of resources and lack of standardization has created a need for a solution where
code and logic for fetching data from external APIs ("API logic") is implemented
only once, while all departments preserve the possibility to use external APIs they
are in need of and in a way that is suitable for their purposes.

Figure 1 visualizes the current state of external API usage in the Company. The
already built applications consist of logic for fetching data from external API and
also business logic which processes the fetched data. Most of these API solutions are
desktop applications, i.e., they are run on users’ computer ("client"). The Company’s
office network has been set up in such a way that all clients have the same IP address
facing public Internet. An IP address is an address that identifies a device in a
network (Postel, 1981). However, there are multiple layers of networks, and the given
definition only holds true for the lowest layer, which in this case is the internal office
network. Due to the fact that an IP address is always present in the connection
between client and external API, it can be used to limit the number of requests in a
time period. In the current state, all clients are identified as one from the external
API’s perspective, and request rate limit may be exceeded while there is no way for
the clients to know whether other clients are using the API at the same time.

1.2 Requirements for Centralized APIs
Based on the current state, I have proposed a new platform called "centralized APIs",
and set eight main requirements for it with the Company. In addition to these eight
formal requirements, there are other requirements regarding the use of technologies
and, e.g., the storage location of information. These topic-specific requirements are
discussed in the corresponding chapters later in this thesis. "API logic" refers to
code in an application that is required for fetching information from an API, e.g.,
authentication with the API, handling errors returned by the API, and parsing the
API response to format that can be further processed. "External API" refers to an
API that is not maintained by the Company, but it provides information that is
useful for the Company. An example of an external API is a Finnish Patent and
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Figure 1: Current architecture with numerous individual applications for each external
API. All clients have the same external facing IP-address which can quickly lead to
violation of query limits.

Registration Office’s API1 that provides basic information, e.g. official name and
industry, of Finnish companies.

1. API logic for each external API is developed only once. The entralized
APIs must address the problem of inefficient resource usage and ensure that
by developing API logic once, then all the requirements on the given external
API can be fulfilled. The Company’s industry implies that the development of
a new API logic must be flexible and at times, fast-paced.

2. Departments are able to use data provided by external APIs as easily
or more easily than before. Usage of the centralized APIs should not add
any additional requirements compared to the development of applications.
Preferably usage of the centralized APIs should require less coding from the
department compared to applications using external APIs directly.

3. Development of a new API logic must be easy. A great emphasis must
be given to the ease of development so that it aligns with the Company’s
capabilities and makes it possible to implement API logic for new external
APIs in a timely manner. At times, state-of-the-art solutions may be dismissed
for easier-to-use solutions. Development of an API logic to the centralized
APIs should be easier than building it from scratch against the external API.

4. Automated and centralized documentation. The centralized APIs must
provide a standardized and automated process to create documentation of the

1https://avoindata.prh.fi/ytj.html
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developed API logic solutions for users and developers.

5. Single Sign-On Authentication. The entralized APIs solution must provide
authentication that does not need to be configured by developers of API logic
solutions.

6. Tracking of API usage on a user and query level. The solution itself
must provide logging of relevant queries on user and query level so that in the
future it can be used as the basis of cost allocation.

7. Caching and storing of information from external APIs. Some external
APIs provide static information, or the data is updated on a static interval. To
minimize the number of queries to external APIs, the centralized APIs must
provide a solution to cache external API responses for various time frames
depending on the external API resource. The responses may be of various data
format, including files such as PDF.

8. Comply with terms of external APIs. Centralized APIs must provide
functionality to comply with usage terms of external APIs’ regardless of the
number of clients using it. For example, external APIs may have limits for calls
per second which must be followed even if the solution is called more often.

1.3 Centralized APIs: High-Level Solution Description
Two of the eight requirements have a very strong implication on how the current state
of problems can be solved and how all the requirements can be fulfilled: 1) "API logic
for each external API is developed only once"; and 8) "Comply with terms of external
APIs." Requirement 8) could be fulfilled by creating a reverse proxy2 to route traffic
between the Company’s office network and external APIs, allowing the possibility
for rate limiting. However, this solution would not comply with requirement 1)
as the API logic would still be in each application. What requirements 1) and 8)
imply is that the API logic must not be inside applications and that all traffic to
external APIs must go through the same route in order it to be monitored and
limited if needed. Based on these implications, the proposed solution is to implement
a new API around each API logic. The combination of an API logic and a new
API surrounding is called an "internal API." Internal APIs are located inside the
centralized APIs platform. Applications have access to the data of external API via
an Internal API. This architecture has been visualized in Figure 2.

Given architecture does not remove the need of API logic from applications. They
now need to implement the logic for fetching data from internal API which does not
directly address requirement 2) "Departments (applications) are able to use data
provided by external APIs as easily or more easily than before.". Design choices can
address this requirement. For example, by implementing robust API interface, error
handling, and implementing as much as possible of "business logic" inside centralized

2https://docs.nginx.com/nginx/admin-guide/web-server/reverse-proxy/
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APIs. In practice, this means that the internal API always returns all fields whether
they were present in the external API’s response or not. By putting API response
data in an envelope and with good HTTP status code design, it is possible to ease
the workload of error handling on the application side. An envelope is a common
data structure with which API endpoints return data. For example, the envelope
can have a "status" field indicating response status and a "data" field which carries
the requested data. Lastly, implementation of business logic can be a transformation
and validation of API request parameters. For example, the API of the Finnish
Patent and Registration Office (PRH) accepts company business registration number
only in its official format "1234567-8", but many Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) software use it in various other formats like "12345678" or "FI12345678".
Transformations to the required format should be implemented inside the centralized
APIs which will smooth the usage.

Routing all traffic to external APIs through centralized APIs also gives a sound
basis for fulfilling requirements 6) "Tracking of API usage on a user and query level"
and 7) "Caching and storing of information from external APIs" as it is inevitable
to miss requests that must be cached. Rest of the requirements 3) "Development
of a new API must be easy"; 4) "Automated and centralized documentation" and 5)
"Single Sign-On authentication" can also be fulfilled in centralized APIs platform,
but do not directly benefit from the architecture. These requirements are taken into
account in the design.

Figure 2: Target state architecture where external API solutions are implemented
inside centralized APIs platform and all traffic outside is routed through this platform.

The outlined platform consists of many smaller solutions and design choices
which I omit from this thesis as I present the most relevant parts with respect to
requirements. Next, I present the design topics discussed in this thesis. The topics are
divided into two categories and they are discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 named after
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the categories. The topics are covered in a similar order in the Chapters, but some of
the topics have been combined into one topic in the following illustration. The design
choices presented in this thesis are first divided into two categories: 1) Software
architecture, i.e., higher-level; and 2) Technology Stack and Software Design.
For the first Software architecture category, the design has been presented below.

Figure 3: High-level view of the centralized APIs platform with notions of important
Software Architecture design topics that are discussed in this thesis.

1. Architectural pattern: Microservices. One of the first decisions is to choose
between a traditional monolithic architectural pattern and microservices ar-
chitecture. With the chosen microservices architecture, internal APIs can be
developed in isolation of each other, which points towards ease of development,
as discussed later. Furthermore, the decision between architecture patterns has
implications on almost all of the following topics.

2. Virtualization: Docker containers. Virtualization is an important tool
when working with microservices because it can make setting up development,
testing, and production environment significantly easier compared to a case
without virtualization. Especially Docker technology is a good fit with the
microservices architecture. (Anderson, 2015; Amaral et al., 2015)

3. Modeling of Microservices denotes the process of dividing the solution into
services, and where each service is responsible for only one task.

4. Client-server Communication: REST and JSON. This topic consists of
choosing a communication architectural style and communication file format,
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and design of the interface in terms of response structure, and use of HTTP
error codes among other things. With good communication design, the use of
internal APIs in applications can be made significantly easier.

5. Authentication: Single Sign-On and API key. This topic consists of
choosing between two SSO providers the Company has in use. SSO authenti-
cation is mentioned in the Company’s requirements. In addition to SSO, the
concept of API key and why it is needed in the centralized APIs is discussed.

For the second category, Technology Stack and Software Design, the design topics
have been presented below. These topics are more in-depth when compared to the
first category, and some topics discuss design choices even at the code level.

Figure 4: View of the centralized APIs platform with notions of important Technology
Stack and Software Design topics that are discussed in this thesis.

1. Technology stack of internal APIs. Similar to architectural pattern in
Software architecture, the technology stack of internal APIs is one of the first
decision to be made, and it impacts most of the following topics. Furthermore,
the choosing of programming language can have a significant impact on the ease
of development of internal APIs as the existing capabilities of the Company
must be taken into account. The chosen web back-end framework can also
have an impact on the ease of development but more importantly, on the
performance of internal APIs.
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2. Caching Technology stack. For this topic, three different technologies used
in the centralized APIs for caching are introduced. This topic is related to
requirement 7) which states that caching of external APIs responses must be
possible.

3. Centralized Documentation. From API users’ point of view, good docu-
mentation is essential when developing an application that uses an API.

4. Authentication model. Authentication is important from both security and
usability point of view. SSO is not often used with APIs, and hence the topic
requires in-depth research and design.

5. Ease of development in practice. This topic consists of discussion on
how the aforementioned caching, documentation, authentication, and data
enveloping is done in practice, so it is as easy as possible for developers of
internal APIs.

1.4 Research Questions and Goals
The focus of this thesis is in design of the centralized APIs platform where developers
can implement internal APIs. However, the scope includes also a Proof of Concept
(PoC) implementation of the platform, one internal API implementation, and design
and implementation of a minimum viable product (MVP) website "Application
portal" which utilizes the internal API. In total there are three parts 1) centralized
APIs platform; 2) implementation of an internal API that fetches data from
PRH API and 3) design and implementation of MVP application portal
which hosts business applications that utilize the PRH API implemented inside the
centralized APIs platform. Part one and two are in this thesis called "back-end" and
they are the main focus of this thesis. The third part is called "front-end" and is
mainly used for evaluating how the centralized APIs can be used, and it may need
further development before production use, hence the MVP. This has been presented
in Figure 5

These PoC implementations help in the assessment of design feasibility but also
work as concrete examples for other developers on how to use the platform. These
PoCs will act as templates for new implementations of external APIs to the centralized
APIs platform. The PoC implements one external API, and it should follow best
practices so that it can be used as a template for other external API implementations.

The Company has clearly stated the problem and requirements for the solution
to be designed. Hence, the research questions of this thesis focus on research of
technologies and solutions and based on the acquired information design a solution
that fulfills the requirements. Furthermore, the process of designing and implementing
a solution for the Company should be analyzed for the purposes of further development.
Especially the ease of further development is of interest. The research questions can
be summarized as
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Figure 5: Scope of the thesis is the design of the centralized APIs platform and MVP
of Application portal, and Proof of Concept implementation of them with an internal
API fetching data from PRH.

RQ1: What is the most suitable architecture and technology stack to fulfill the
Company’s requirements?

RQ2: What are the downsides of having all internal APIs in one platform?

RQ3: How well does the solution fulfill the requirement of easy development and
re-usability?

Testing, continuous integration (CI), continuous deployment (CD), and centralized
logging are very integral parts of software architecture and development but have
been left out of the scope of this thesis to limit the extent of it. Furthermore, for
some of these topics, the Company already has tools and infrastructure in place
which can be later utilized in centralized APIs as well.

1.5 Research Methods and Material
This thesis is based on Design Science Research (DSR) method and more specifically
on the guidelines introduced in Hevner et al. (2004). The DSR method and the guide-
lines provide a structured way to approach the task of designing a new solution, and
give a clear outline as to what is required from a good research both in methodology
and presenting the results. In this Chapter, I briefly introduce the DSR method, and
discuss how guidelines, presented in Table 1, are taken into account in this thesis.

In DSR, the result of research is an artifact which solves unsolved and relevant
problems. There are four different artifact types: constructs, models, methods, and
instantiations. All of them build upon each other and represent different levels
of solutions. Constructs define the language that problems and solutions can be
presented in. Models describe problems and solutions in real-world situations with the
help of constructs. A model does not implement the solution but instead emphasizes
the connection between solution and problem components. Methods define processes
for solving problems, and they can vary from ready-to-use algorithms to descriptions
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Guideline Description
1: Design as an Artifact Design-science research must produce a viable artifact

in the form of a construct, a model, a method, or an
instantiation.

2: Problem Relevance The objective of design-science research is to develop
technology-based solutions to important and relevant
business problems.

3: Design Evaluation The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must
be rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation
methods.

4: Research Contributions Effective design-science research must provide clear and
verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact,
design foundations, and/or design methodologies.

5: Research Rigor Design-science research relies upon the application of
rigorous methods in both the construction and evaluation
of the design artifact.

6: Design as a Search Pro-
cess

The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing avail-
able means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in
the problem environment.

7: Communication of Re-
search

Design-science research must be presented effectively
both to technology-oriented as well as management-
oriented audiences.

Table 1: Design Science Research Guidelines (Hevner et al., 2004)

of best practices approaches. Lastly, instantiations show how the aforementioned
artifact types can be implemented in a working system. (Hevner et al., 2004) Based
on these definitions, the artifact of this thesis is an instantiation, i.e., centralized
APIs platform. However, there are not ready-made solutions for all the problems and
requirements faced in centralized APIs. Hence, different parts of centralized APIs
can be seen as individual artifacts as new processes and best practices are introduced
or implemented.

Design of an artifact is divided into building and evaluation steps to meet the
business needs and to create an artifact with maximum utility. DSR emphasizes
the importance of an existing relevant business need for the artifact before design
is started. (Hevner et al., 2004) For this thesis, the presence of relevant business
needs are given in the previous Chapter. Design evaluation guideline is followed by
an evaluation of the artifact with different methods. The artifact will be rigorously
evaluated by comparing it to other solutions by reviewing how well best practices are
followed, demonstrating the ease of use and development of the solution, studying
the impact on the Company processes, and measuring cost savings provided by the
solution.

Regarding knowledge base, artifact design must be based on rigorous research
and executed as a search process, meaning the use of existing knowledge. However,
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building an artifact also requires information that does not exist yet, but needs to be
created and added to the knowledge base. (Hevner et al., 2004) To fulfill the rigid
research material requirements, knowledge is first sought from scientific journals,
standards, and other academic publications. However, in some cases, these sources do
not provide the description and comparison of functionalities on the required level to
make insightful decisions between technologies and frameworks. Information is hence
also sought from technological specifications, documentation, and tutorials as well
as other technology-oriented publications such as technology blogs and technology
journals.

The last guideline states that the communication of the research must be presented
effectively to both technology-oriented and management-oriented audiences (Hevner
et al., 2004). Most of the concepts, technologies and methods utilized will be explained
in a way that management-oriented audience can understand their function and
importance. In Chapter 4, a few technologies and how they are used are described
using language which requires technology-oriented experience. Furthermore, this
thesis will be made publicly available for everyone to read, and it will be presented
internally at the Company.

1.6 Structure of the thesis
The first Chapter deals with the software architecture of back-end, i.e., the centralized
APIs. In Chapter 2, I define what is meant with software architecture in this thesis,
and then further research and discuss different architectural aspects. Chapter 3 covers
the front-end "Application portal." The requirements for the solution is presented in
this Chapter, but also architecture and code design level choices are presented.

Chapter 4 continues on the software design level, and in it, I present the technology
stack used for the centralized APIs and software design choices. Chapters 5 and 6
address evaluation and analysis of the centralized APIs and the application portal. In
the former, the design choices are reflected in the requirements set by the Company.
In the latter, evaluation and analysis are executed from many different perspectives.
The last Chapter 7 provides a summary of this thesis.
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2 Centralized APIs: Software Architecture
This Chapter concentrates on design architecture of the centralized APIs while
the software design of the centralized APIs is discussed in Chapter 5. Software
architecture as a term is defined first which is followed by research in architectural
patterns, and finally a summary of the centralized APIs, i.e., back-end, architecture
design is presented.

2.1 Software Architecture
Software architecture as a term does not have only one definition, and there are many
ways of defining the scope of architecture. Scope of architecture can be 1) what
components the system holds; 2) what architectural style does the system
follow, e.g. client-server architecture; and 3) general study of architecture.
(Garlan & Perry, 1995) In this thesis software architecture definition focus on the
scope 1) because API follows by definition a client-server architecture, i.e., users
are clients and API is the server. More recent literature names the second scope
as an architectural pattern rather than architecture (Bass et al., 2003). The first
scope has also been summarized in the form of "The structure of the components of
a program/system, their interrelationships, and principles and guidelines governing
their design and evolution over time." (Garlan & Perry, 1995).

Definition Description
Architecture describes what is in
the system.

It defines all the components that are part of the
system, and also shows the boundaries which are
out of the scope of the system.

Architecture describes interac-
tions between components.

It defines what interactions are required between
components and why.

Architecture is an abstract depic-
tion of your system.

It is the most abstract and yet meaningful depiction
of the system so that there is no need for more
abstract description.

Architecture needs to be gras-
pable.

It should be on the level that the system can be
understood and can be reasoned based on it. Too
much detail will defeat this purpose.

Architecture bridges the gap be-
tween requirements and the de-
sign.

It should address all the requirements on the system
and describe how they are complied with.

Architecture sets constraints. It imposes requirements on all lower-level design
specifications.

Table 2: Definition of Software Architecture in this thesis. Based on corollaries by
(Clements et al., 2003) and additions from (Garlan & Perry, 1995; Perry & Wolf,
1992)

Architecture is an important part of software development as it bridges the gap
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between business and technical requirements and the design and implementation of
software. (Clements et al., 2003; Garlan & Perry, 1995; Aladdin, 2019; Bass et al.,
2003) Decisions in the architecture should reflect and address all the requirements so
that in the design phase, the full focus can be in the implementation while complying
with requirements. Definition of architecture in this thesis is summarized in Table 2.

Well designed architecture can have a positive impact on the design and develop-
ment of a solution. Architecture gives frames for design and technologies than can be
used in the development. In the scope of this thesis, it is good to understand the im-
portance of software architecture, while in-depth analysis is not needed. Importance
of architecture is summarized in the list below. (Bass et al., 2003)

1. An architecture will inhibit or enable a system’s driving quality attributes.

2. The decisions made in architecture allow you to reason about and manage
change as the system evolves.

3. The analysis of architecture enables early prediction of a system’s qualities.

4. A documented architecture enhances communication among stakeholders.

5. The architecture is a carrier of the earliest and hence most fundamental, hardest-
to-change design decisions.

6. An architecture defines a set of constraints on subsequent implementation.

7. The architecture dictates the structure of an organization or vice versa.

8. An architecture can provide the basis for evolutionary prototyping.

9. An architecture is the key artifact that allows the architect and project manager
to reason about cost and schedule.

10. An architecture can be created as a transferable, reusable model that forms
the heart of a product line.

11. Architecture-based development focuses attention on the assembly of compo-
nents, rather than simply on their creation.

12. By restricting design alternatives, architecture channels the creativity of devel-
opers, reducing design and system complexity.

13. An architecture can be the foundation for training a new team member.

2.1.1 Software design

Difference between architecture and design is the level of detail they focus on. Archi-
tecture focus is on higher-level issues compared to design. For example, architecture
defines which components system needs, what kind of interaction is needed between
them, and any constraints regarding the components and their interaction. Design
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defines what kind of functions the component implements, how the interface between
components looks like, and what kind of algorithms are used in the components.
(Medvidovic & Taylor, 2010)

2.2 Microservices Architectural Pattern
The first decision on the architecture of the centralized APIs is how the codebase and
components should be structured. A traditional architectural pattern is a monolithic
architecture. As the name implies, in monolithic applications all components are
developed into one codebase, which also implies that the whole application must be
developed in one programming language (Villamizar et al., 2015). This definition
can be further continued with a notion that monolith application is a single logical
executable, i.e., the components cannot be independently executed (Fowler & Lewis,
2014; Dragoni et al., 2017). Many older applications follow the monolithic architecture
and many downsides of it has been identified so far, which are presented in the next
section.

2.2.1 Benefits of Microservice Architecture over Monolithic

The complexity of monolithic applications increases rapidly as everything is developed
into one codebase, and any component can be essentially used from anywhere in
the application. Developers must make sure that all components continue working
after making any changes in the application. (Villamizar et al., 2015; Dragoni et al.,
2017). After changes have been made successfully, the application is deployed to
production which requires that the application is restarted. Often build and deploy-
ment time of such applications are also long, which create considerable downtimes,
slow development, testing, and maintenance of the application. (Villamizar et al.,
2015; Dragoni et al., 2017; Fowler & Lewis, 2014) Monolithic architecture enables
the possibility to run all logic required for handling a request in a single process,
and use basic programming functionalities such as class, function, and namespace to
divide the application into logical components. However, when the complexity of the
application increases, it is often harder to preserve the modular structure and track
the dependencies between components. (Fowler & Lewis, 2014) One application also
implies a single point of failure, either the whole application is up and running, or
it is down. A single developer mistake that stops the execution can hence bring
the whole application down. (Villamizar et al., 2015) Usual strategy for scaling an
application is to scale horizontally, i.e., run more instances of the application. With
a monolithic application, the performance bottleneck might be only one component
of the application, but the architecture requires that the whole application must be
redeployed (Dragoni et al., 2017). This has been visualized in Figure 6.

To tackle the problems mentioned above of monolithic applications, microservices
architecture has been gaining popularity and has been shown to work by e.g., Netflix
and Amazon (Fowler & Lewis, 2014; Dragoni et al., 2017). Microservices as a term is
quite new, first mentioned in 2011 by a group of developers, but the idea of dividing
an application into components is by no means a new concept (Fowler & Lewis, 2014).
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Microservices architecture can be seen as a subset of Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) and it is sometimes called "fine-grained SOA" (Dragoni et al., 2017; Fowler
& Lewis, 2014). SOA as a term was mentioned in 1996 but has been used as an
architectural pattern before that (Rosen et al., 2012). In the scope of this thesis, I
concentrate on what microservices architecture is today and the benefits of it in this
research problem rather than the origins of it.

Figure 6: Comparison of monolithic and microservices architectures and how they
can be scaled. (Fowler & Lewis, 2014).

In microservices architecture, an application consists of multiple independent
microservices. Microservice can be defined as "a cohesive, independent process
interacting via messages" (Dragoni et al., 2017). Cohesive means that service has only
functionalities that are strongly related to what it is meant to model and do (Dragoni
et al., 2017). Coming from monolithic architecture, this means that components,
which might have been libraries or classes, are now implemented as independent
services with independent codebase. Libraries and classes are components that are
called by using in-memory functions, whereas services are components that run
out-of-process and must be initiated by remote calls. These are more expensive than
in-process calls and requires a new communication medium. Communication is often
implemented via an API, such as a REST API. (Fowler & Lewis, 2014)

Separating different parts of an application does not only apply to code but also
databases. Microservice architecture drives for decentralized data management where
each service has its own database rather than all using one database. Each service
managing its own database is called Polyglot Persistence. This affects updating the
data and preserving consistency between databases as transactions cannot be used
as easily as in monolithic application. Implementing Polyglot Persistence can be
a challenge for development teams that are not familiar with it. (Fowler & Lewis,
2014)

Microservice name raises a question of service size. There is no strict definition
of what is the size limit of a service or even on how to measure the size of a service.
Amazon defines the maximum size of a service by the size of the team, and they have
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a "Two Pizza Team" concept. This assumes that one developer is fed with one slice
of pizza and the entire team developing a service should be fed by a maximum of two
pizzas, i.e., dozen developers. (Fowler & Lewis, 2014) Other definitions do not give
concrete examples of size, but rather concentrate on the notion that a service should
have only single responsibility. Only one reason to replace a microservice should
exist, and the must be easily understandable (Thönes, 2015; Dragoni et al., 2017).
Microservices should be divided into services by bounded context, which means that
all related functionalities should be combined into a single business capability which
then becomes a service (Dragoni et al., 2017; Fowler & Lewis, 2014).

When compared to monolithic architecture, the benefits of microservices archi-
tecture are quite obvious, although, it does also have disadvantages. Microservices
should do only one thing which makes their codebase significantly smaller, and as
mentioned before, independent from other codebases. Developers can more easily
develop and test the service functionalities in isolation from other systems. Smaller
codebases are also more easy to keep modular and the complexity can be managed.
If the size grows or complexity of a service grows, it should probably be split into
two or more services. Furthermore, changes to a service do not require a reboot of
the whole application, but only of one service which reduces build, deployment, and
downtime of an application. Single point of failure risk is also significantly reduced as
services are independent of each other. This also implies that horizontal scaling of an
application is easier as only the bottleneck service can be scaled compared to a whole
application. Microservices architecture also removes the programming language lock
from the developers, and each microservice can be developed with the best fitting
technologies rather the ones that have been used before. Furthermore, microservices
as independent services are easy to containerize, which is further discussed in Chapter
2.3. (Dragoni et al., 2017)

Splitting an application to multiple independent services also introduces disadvan-
tages. For example, testing each service is easier in isolation, but setting up the whole
application for testing can be more complex than running one monolithic application.
Development of the application can be more complex as each service must have
its own communication layer, such as a REST API. Especially logic for handling
situations where related services are unavailable can create overhead in terms of code.
Aforementioned Polyglot Persistence problems of keeping data consistent between
databases can also be read as one of the microservices disadvantages as it is closely
related. REST API communication is also slower than in-memory communication in
monolithic applications. (Qian, 2018)

2.2.2 Design Summary

Based on the comparison of monolithic and microservices architecture, microser-
vices architecture has many benefits over more traditional monolithic architecture.
Reflecting requirements of the centralized APIs on the information, benefits, and
disadvantages of microservices architecture, then more reasons for choosing microser-
vices architecture can be found. The centralized APIs is a platform for internal
APIs that fetch data from external APIs, i.e., they are independent of each other.
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This is a good fit with the idea of dividing the application into different services,
internal APIs, that have single responsibility which also complies with the size
requirements. As internal APIs do not need to communicate with each other, it
also minimizes the overhead of handling situations of unavailable services. In the
Company’s environment, teams developing each internal API are likely from different
departments which indicates that dividing services based on external APIs is a good
idea. Furthermore, it is noted that the microservice teams should own a product
over its full lifetime, which is summarized by Amazon in the form of "you build, you
run it" (Fowler & Lewis, 2014; Dragoni et al., 2017). By mixing multiple external
APIs into one internal API can also create programming language lock. The external
API interfaces can be very different from each other, varying from SOAP to REST
and JSON to binary data, so it is good to have the possibility to always choose the
most fitting language for the task.

Internal APIs mainly do not store data, and if they do store, they are not related
to data that any other internal API is managing. From this perspective, Polyglot
Persistence should not create a challenge for the developers as consistency is not
needed. From a reliability and development perspective, this is a good approach
as it can be made sure that changes into an internal API’s database cannot create
problems to other internal APIs.

2.3 Virtualization: Docker Containers
Virtualization of computers has been around for decades and it has been used in
software development as well as in deployment to production. However, Virtual
Machines (VM) are quite heavy-weight compute resources as there is a copy of an
operating system running on top of a hypervisor. (Anderson, 2015) In 2013, Docker
Inc. published Docker container virtualization technology that is an abstraction on
the app layer rather than on the physical hardware layer as VMs are. Docker (2019d)
describes a container as "a standard unit of software that packages up code and all
its dependencies." The lightness of containers is achieved by sharing the OS kernel
between the host system and other containers. This means that containers do not
have a complete copy of the operating system, but only the necessary settings, system
libraries, etc. Furthermore, container images, that are analogous to VM images are
typically tens of MB in size rather than GB. (Docker, 2019d)

Containerization is a good fit with microservices architecture as containers are
lightweight, start quickly, and can wrap all the dependencies as well as documentation
of setting up an application inside it. Each service is independent of each other, but
might very well be developed with the same programming language and libraries, but
with differences in versions. By running each service in their isolated container, it can
be made sure that no dependency problems arise. As all dependencies and setting
are wrapped into the container image then also setting up a development or even
production environment is a lot easier. When container image is set up correctly,
it can be easily run on any system with exact same settings. Furthermore, when
databases and other infrastructure is run in containers, it significantly reduces the
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time to start development as there is no need to separately install these on the host
computer. Build instructions for container images, described more thoroughly later,
also become themselves a good documentation of what is required by the application.
(Anderson, 2015; Amaral et al., 2015)

2.3.1 Docker Architecture

Differences between Containers and VMs are presented in Figure 7. VMs virtualize
physical hardware with the hypervisor. Hence, VM requires a copy of the operating
system. Containers, on the other hand, share OS kernel with host and other containers.
Each container has its own isolated process running in their own namespace, which
makes them also secure as they only have access to their own namespace, but not
others. Furthermore, containers are isolated network-wise by default as all incoming
ports are closed. The developer must choose which ports are exposed by the container
which mitigates the risk of unnecessary open ports. (Docker, 2019d; Anderson, 2015)

Figure 7: Docker container and Virtual Machine virtualization compared. (Docker,
2019a).

Docker images are not packages that have all the necessary data inside them, but
they are set of instructions on how to create a container. Each instruction is a layer
on top of another, which makes images very modular. Changing one instruction
does not require rebuilding of the whole image, but only instructions that it affected.
Images are based on other images, i.e., they are built from other images. When
building something from scratch, the base image can be e.g., Ubuntu, but there are
a lot of ready-made images for specific purposes in the public Docker Hub image
registry. (Docker, 2019b) For example, if the application is developed with Python
3.7, one might use a Python:3.7 image as the base image. This particular image
is a lightweight Debian OS with only necessary Python libraries installed. The
relationship between containers, images, and the registry is presented in Figure 8.
Client, which is a command line tool, serves as the interface for Docker. With the
Client user can run the aforementioned tasks of pulling image from registry, building
a new image, and run a container.
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Figure 8: Architecture of Docker ecosystem. User can use Docker via Client that
is a command line tool. Client sends commands to Docker daemon running on a
Docker host, i.e., computer with Docker. Docker daemon is the link between client,
images, containers, and a registry. Registry can be private or public, e.g., Docker
hub. (Docker, 2019b).

Images are created with a file called "Dockerfile" that provides a simple syntax for
defining the instructions. Figure 9 presents an example of how images are created.
This Dockerfile creates an image that is based on Python:3.7, then installs a python
module called "requests", then copies application code from the host computer into
the image and finally defines command which will be run when a container is started
based on this image.

1 FROM python :3.7
2 RUN pip install requests
3 COPY app.py app.py
4 CMD python app.py

Figure 9: Example of Dockerfile for creating an image with Python 3.7 and requests
library installed.

Docker Hub Registry makes containerization especially powerful. At time of
writing there were over 2.4 million available images in Docker Hub3, including
most common databases such as Redis4, MS SQL5, MongoDB6 and many others.
Development is significantly sped up when a database can be set up and configured
within minutes compared to installing them on the host computer as have been
previously done.

3https://hub.docker.com/
4https://redis.io/
5https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sql-server/sql-server-2017
6https://www.mongodb.com/
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2.3.2 Multi-container Applications: Docker Compose

Docker has built-in functionality called "Docker Compose" for running multi-container
applications which is exactly what microservices architecture is. With Compose,
each service and their settings are defined in a configuration file called "docker-
compose.yml". The file is based on YAML7 language, which is a human-friendly
format. Compose then builds an image and runs each service as their own containers.
Compose automatically creates an isolated network for the containers, and each
container is reachable and discoverable by their hostname, i.e., service name, in the
network. (Docker, 2019c) In simple application this is very convenient as there is no
need to configure the network. However, it is possible to manually define networks
in the Compose file if there is a need for it. A simple two container application with
back-end and Redis database could be defined as in Figure 10.

1 version : "3"
2 services :
3 back -end:
4 build: .
5 ports:
6 - "3000":"3000"
7 redis:
8 image: "redis: alpine "

Figure 10: Example of docker-compose.yml for creating two container application.

For the service called "back-end", compose must first build an image based on
Dockerfile that is located in the same folder. In addition, container port 3000 is
exposed to host port 3000. The Redis service uses a ready-built image "redis:alpine"
that is found from Docker Hub.

2.3.3 Design Summary

Each service will be running in its own container, and Docker Compose will orchestrate
the running of multiple services. Containerization carries many benefits, especially
when working with microservices. The ease and speed of setting up a new development
environment aligns well with requirement 3) that the development of a new internal
API must be easy. As the environment is the same in test, production, and in
developer’s machine there is a lack of library conflicts and this brings benefits in
troubleshooting and solving compatibility problems. Furthermore, the Docker and
Docker Compose configuration files act as a documentation of services and reveal the
infrastructure required by them. From quality and risk management perspective, it is
essential that all aspects of the solution are documented. The lightweight containers
instead of larger VMs can significantly lower the cost of infrastructure, because less
computation power and memory are required to run containers.

7https://yaml.org/
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2.4 Modeling of Microservices
In Chapter 2.2, it already became evident that each internal API should be modeled
as their own service. However, there are other services that the platform needs to
implement, and the modeling of these services is done in this Chapter. Modeling of
microservices means the decision on what functionalities form one service. Three
guidelines 1) loose coupling; 2) high cohesion; and 3) bounded context are
presented in the following sections after which I present the centralized APIs design.

2.4.1 Guidelines

Services are loosely coupled when a change to one service does not require a change
to another service. One of microservice architecture main benefits is that services
can be deployed separately from each other, which implies that loose coupling is very
important. A good rule for loose coupling is that a service should know as little as
possible of other services and should communicate with them as little as possible.
(Newman, 2015)

High cohesion means that related functionalities are together and unrelated
functionalities are separated. With low cohesion, a change to one functionality
requires code changes in multiple places instead of only one, which increases the risk
of bugs, slows down development and deployment. (Newman, 2015)

Bounded context originates from Domain-Driven Design style where systems
model real-world domains. Bounded context refers to the idea that all domains
contain multiple bounded contexts where information must be communicated on
grain level, but between bounded contexts, communication can be on a higher level.
Each bounded context can be though as their own service. (Newman, 2015; Wolff,
2016) An example of bounded contexts in a retail company would be a Warehouse
and a Finance department. In the warehouse, systems must communicate on grain
level, so the location of products is known, and orders can be picked up. In the
finance department, similar communications must take place. However, what finance
department wants from the warehouse is only a list of stock items with quantity and
value, which is called a shared model. Identifying bounded contexts should start
from business capabilities as was done in the example. There, however, are different
levels on which bounded context can be defined. For example, should the whole
warehouse be bounded context or should it be divided into smaller contexts where
inventory and order information create their own contexts. (Newman, 2015)

2.4.2 Design Summary

Before presenting the design of the rest of the services, a note regarding the internal
APIs as services. To achieve all the benefits from the microservices architecture, it
was decided that each internal API should be their own service. Reflecting on the
bounded concept guideline, it should be noted that it is not fully followed. Many
external APIs can provide information, e.g. of companies which leads to a situation
where the centralized APIs has multiple internal APIs providing data on the context
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of companies. Nevertheless, the benefits of having no programming lock and each
team having their fully independent internal API oversees the bounded context
guideline.

All internal APIs are developed as their own services, but from the users’ per-
spective, we want to serve them as one API with one URL. To accomplish this,
we need an API gateway which acts as a single entry point and then forwards the
calls to the correct internal API. API gateways can also provide the functionality of
response transformation, metrics collection, input validation, and authentication. At
the moment of writing, there are no requirements or needs for extra functionality in
API gateway, but it should act as a simple reverse proxy8, i.e., forward requests to
the correct internal API.

Authorization (and authentication) are needed by each of the internal APIs, but it
does not fit in their context. Hence, authorization is implemented as its own service.
However, this does raise a question of whether authorization should happen in API
gateway before the request even reaches internal API or should internal API initiate
the authorization. I have chosen that authorization is initiated by each internal API
and not by API gateway. This is a continuation on the design choice made on API
gateway, that it should only act as a reverse proxy. More importantly, this is easier
for the internal API developer. The developer can set the required permissions for
each endpoint in the internal API code rather than make changes to API gateway
configurations.

Requirement 4) states that documentation should be automated and centralized.
This raises a need for a service that combines the documentation of each internal
API to one place. Documentation does not fit into API gateway context, so I have
chosen that centralized documentation is its own service.

Logging is also an important part of applications and which microservice archi-
tecture complicates by creating multiple sources of logs. Centralized logging service
or storage is something that would need to be implemented, but fortunately, Docker
provides an easier solution. Best practice for containerized application logging is
that each service logs everything to console where Docker can fetch it and further
process. Docker has ready-made drivers for passing the logs to many centralized
logging solutions. (Hromis, 2019) All centralized APIs services will follow this logging
principle while the centralized logging solution itself is out of scope in this thesis.

2.5 API Style and Data Format for Transport: REST and
JSON

In recent years REST and JSON have become the standard API style and data
format over SOAP and XML. REST and JSON are used by many well-known web

8https://www.nginx.com/resources/glossary/reverse-proxy-server/
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services such as Google9, Twitter10, Facebook11, and Yahoo12. REST is recommended
over SOAP when project requires scalability, compatibility and performance, be-
cause the implementation complexity, execution speed and performance are better
(Tihomirovs & Grabis, 2016). These benefits align well with the centralized APIs
where performance is required for serving multiple clients simultaneously and to
minimize latency added by the platform (Tihomirovs & Grabis, 2016; Mumbaikar
et al., 2013; Potti et al., 2012). Furthermore, better implementation complexity
is a good fit with the requirement 3) that requires easy development of internal
APIs. Similarly, communication with JSON is significantly faster than with XML
(Nurseitov et al., 2009). Based on these benefits of REST and JSON over SOAP and
XML, I do not compare the two choices, but rather concentrate on presenting REST
and its benefits. (Mumbaikar et al., 2013; Monus, 2019; Din, 2018; Doglio, 2015)

JavasScript Object Notation (JSON) is a human-readable, easy-to-parse, and
lightweight data format. Although the name includes JavaScript, JSON is not
dependent on any programming language, and it just is a subset from JavaScript
standards. JSON files consist of name and value pairs. Values can basically be any
type, including lists and other JSON. (Monus, 2019) Simple JSON consisting of
organization information has been presented in Figure 11. For better readability, the
presented JSON has indentations. In production API, the JSON should be presented
on one line to minimize the number of characters and hence the network traffic.

1 { "2228357 -4" : {
2 "name" : "Aalto - korkeakoulusaatio sr.",
3 " address " : "PL 11000 ( Otakaari 24) , 00076 AALTO"
4 }}

Figure 11: Example of a simple JSON document including organisation information.

Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style that was intro-
duced by Fielding in 2000. (Fielding & Taylor, 2000) As it is an architectural style,
it does not have strict guidelines on how everything should be implemented. Lack
of rules has lead to many implementations that are talked about as "RESTful", but
only implement a part of the constraints set by Fielding. (Doglio, 2015). In this
Chapter, I present what REST is and how a RESTful, i.e., REST compliant, web
service can be developed on top of HTTP.

Reflecting on the requirements of the centralized APIs, there a few notable benefits
from REST. 1) Performance: REST style communication is efficient and simple, 2)
simplicity of the interface: developers have an easier time using the APIs, and
3) portability: REST can be implemented and consumed with any technology and
language, i.e., it is language and technology agnostic. (Doglio, 2015; Monus, 2019)

9https://developers.google.com/apis-explorer
10https://developer.twitter.com/
11https://developers.facebook.com/
12https://developer.yahoo.com/
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2.5.1 Constraints of REST

There are five mandatory constraints in REST style that are presented below. These
constraints define in what cases REST can be utilized. Constraints are adapted from
Fielding and Taylor (2000) and Doglio (2015)

1. Client-server architecture must be applied. This is driven by separation
of concerns, so the server is in charge of handling requests regarding a set of
services.

2. Stateless Communication between client and server. Each request must
contain all information required by the server to fulfill the request. This
constraint is often violated by APIs as, e.g., OAuth 2.0 authorization requires a
session. Stateless system benefits are 1) Visibility: Monitoring of the system
is easier as each request contains all information; 2) Scalability: No need to
store data between requests free server resources and to scale up is easier as
each request can be processed by different server; 3) Reliability: Stateless
systems can recover from failure more easily; and 4) Easier implementation:
Writing code managing data only on one server is easier.

3. Cacheable. It should be possible to cache the response to a request when
applicable. With caching, it is possible to achieve significant performance
upgrades.

4. Uniform interface. Client facing interface must be the same for all clients
regardless of their type, i.e., all clients use the same interfaces.

5. Layered system can consist of multiple layers that are not visible to the
client. For example, there can be load balancing and caching layers before
request hits the server creating a response. With layered system architecture,
it is possible to add or remove layers without any changes to external interfaces.
The downside of a layered system is performance loss.

2.5.2 Resources

Resources are the main building blocks of REST architecture, and they lay out
the interface of an API. Resources are anything that can be named, such as a
company or person. Resources are constructs of four properties. The first property is
Representations, a resource can be presented in any way such as JSON, XML, or
binary in case of files or images. There can be multiple ways to represent a Resource,
and if there is, a client must be able to request a specific format. HTTP Standard
provides Content Negotiation methodology where a client can write in HTTP header
what content types it accepts, e.g., "application/json". Another simple approach to
requesting for a specific content type is to use file extensions which means simply
adding, e.g. ".json" to the end of the request URL. (Doglio, 2015)
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The second property is an Identifier, each resource must have a unique URL
(path) where the resource can be retrieved at any given time, e.g. "/companies/1234567-
8". (Doglio, 2015). In the example Business Registration Number is used to identify
the company as it is certain it never changes and is unique for each Finnish company.
(Doglio, 2015) Regarding paths there are two things to note: 1) paths should be
nouns; and 2) type of information is specified after slash. First, paths should
be nouns and not include any verbs such as "get". The path indicates which resource
it refers to but does not indicate what action should be taken, e.g., get information
or delete. The actions are determined by HTTP methods and are presented in the
next Chapter. (Din, 2018) There is no rule whether noun should be in singular or
plural form, but the majority of APIs seem to go for plurals. (Din, 2018; Doglio,
2015; Codeacademy, 2019) Second, if specific information of a resource or another
resource linked to a resource is requested, then it should be appended to the path
with a slash. For example, to request the address of a company, the path would be
"companies/1234567-8/addresses". (Din, 2018)

The third and fourth properties are Metadata and Control Data. The former
refers to information about content-type, last-modified time, and other similar
information. The latter indicates whether data is modifiable and whether a cache
was used. (Doglio, 2015)

2.5.3 Actions

Resource path only identifies the resource but does not indicate what action should
be taken. There are four actions that resource-oriented system should normally be
able to provide: CRUD (Create, retrieve, update, and delete) actions. Each of these
actions can be presented with HTTP methods or verbs as they are some times called.
(Doglio, 2015) HTTP Verbs and their proposed actions are listed below (Doglio,
2015).

GET Access a resource in a read-only mode.

POST Normally used to send a new resource into the server (create action).

PUT Normally used to update a given resource (update action).

DELETE Used to delete a resource.

HEAD Not part of the crud actions, but the verb is used to ask if a given resource
exists without returning any of its representations.

OPTIONS Not part of the CRUD actions, but used to retrieve a list of available verbs on
a given resource (i.e., What can the client do with a specific resource?)

A combination of a path and an action will be referred to as "endpoint" further
on. With HTTP verbs, a request for information of a company or a request to delete
information of a company can be made via following endpoints.
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1 GET / companies /1234567 -8
2 DELETE / companies /1234567 -8

More complex actions, such as searching for a company by a name or filtering
them by name, cannot be executed with simple CRUD actions. A simple solution
to implement search is to add "search" to the path after the resource, e.g. "/compa-
nies/search". However, this violates the constraint that each path should refer to a
unique resource at any given time, and it should not include verbs. Any complex
action can be implemented by providing the action and needed information as a
parameter after "?" sign in the URL. For example, searching and filtering companies
can be implemented as below. The "q" parameter is a de facto parameter name for
search. (Doglio, 2015)

1 GET / companies ?q=Aalto
2 DELETE / companies ? filters = inactive

2.5.4 Status Codes

The last part of a request is to receive a response. While the body of a response
itself can contain information whether the action was successful or not, this can once
again be achieved with built-in HTTP functionalities. HTTP Status Codes can be
used to inform the status of the request on a high level. The simplest example of
HTTP status code is the "404 Page Not Found". Status codes are divided into five
different categories based on their preceding number. HTTP Status Codes and their
meaning adapted from (Doglio, 2015)

1xx Informational and only defined under HTTP 1.1.

2xx The request went OK, here is your content.

200 OK. The request went fine, and the content requested was returned. This is
typically used on GET requests.

201 Created. The resource was created, and the server has acknowledged it. It
could be useful on responses to POST or PUT requests. Additionally, the new
resource could be returned as part of the response body.

204 No content. The action was successful, but there is no content returned. Useful
for actions that do not require a response body, such as a DELETE action.

3xx The resource was moved somehow to somewhere.

4xx The source of the request did something wrong.

400 Bad request. The request issued has problems (might be lacking some required
parameters, for example). A good addition to a 400 response might be an error
message that a developer can use to fix the request.
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401 Unauthorized. Especially useful for authentication when the requested resource
is not accessible to the user owning the request.

403 Forbidden. The resource is not accessible, but unlike 401, authentication will
not affect the response.

404 Not found. The URL provided does not identify any resource. A good addition
to this response could be a set of valid URLs that the client can use to get
back on track (root URL, previous URL used, etc.).

405 Method not allowed. The HTTP verb used on a resource is not allowed. For
instance doing a PUT on a resource that is read-only.

5xx The server crashed due to some error on its code.

500 Internal server error. A generic error code when an unexpected condition is
met, and the server crashes. Typically, this response is accompanied by an
error message explaining what went wrong.

2.5.5 Versioning and Data Envelope

Versioning and data envelopes are not related to REST style but are practices that
can be used in RESTful APIs. In the lifetime of an API, there will breaking changes
that change the path or parameters required by an endpoint, so clients using it will
require changes to their implementation to continue working. The best practice is to
include a version into the API path before resources which indicates the API version
used. Essentially, the version number should be changed when there are breaking or
other significant changes to the API endpoints. An example path is presented below.
This also includes an "api" in the path which has become an industry standard.
(Boyer, 2019)

1 /api/v1/ companies

Data enveloping means that response does not only include the requested infor-
mation, but it is wrapped inside some data structure. Comparison between API
response without data envelope and with data envelope has been presented in Figure
12. Data envelopes are used in SOAP, and some developers argue that it is one of
the points that make SOAP worse than REST. However, enveloping data mitigates
the risk of JSON hijack attacks and also provides a more standardized way to return
status/error messages to the client. (Boyer, 2019)
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1 Without envelope :
2 { "2228357 -4" : {
3 "name" : "Aalto - korkeakoulusaatio sr.",
4 " address " : "PL 11000 ( Otakaari 24) , 00076"
5 }}
6 With envelope :
7 { "data" :
8 {
9 "2228357 -4" : {

10 "name" : "Aalto - korkeakoulusaatio sr.",
11 " address " : "PL 11000 ( Otakaari 24) , 00076"
12 }}}

Figure 12: Comparison between API response with and without data envelope.

2.5.6 Design Summary

Based on the background information on implementing REST style API on HTTP
and some practices regarding APIs, I present the centralized APIs REST design in
this Chapter. The design is based on the aforementioned information, but there are
some case specific modifications that have been made.

All centralized APIs internal APIs will be published to the public behind one
domain, and the base path of the endpoints follows practices of using the term "api"
in the path and versioning the API. The centralized APIs will eventually serve data
from multiple different external APIs, but to users, the centralized APIs should look
like one API. This means that a breaking or significant change to one of the external
APIs or to internal APIs will upgrade the version of all internal APIs, regardless of
whether changes applied to that internal API.

1 #Base path
2 /api/v1/

Previously presented HTTP status code was missing HTTP code 429 "too many
requests", which will be returned if too many requests were sent in a time period.
Furthermore, an elaboration to 401 and 403 codes is needed. Code 401 is returned
when a user is not authorized, i.e., access token is missing in the request or is of a
wrong format. Code 403 is returned when the user is authenticated, i.e., token is
present and valid, but does not authorize for the resource. Most of the internal APIs
will be calling external APIs, which raises the question of how to handle exceptions
and errors from external APIs. I propose that internal APIs should convert errors
to a more descriptive format where needed, and otherwise forward the errors to the
client as they are, but with 4xx codes rather than 5xx codes. The exception to not
responding with 5xx codes, is when the external API returns 503 service unavailable
or it is evident that it is out of service, e.g., time-outing, then internal API shall also
return 503. Furthermore, extra information in all these cases, such as the original
error code from external API should be passed to the client in the data envelope as
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described below.

401 Not authorized, i.e., the access token is missing or is invalid (format-wise).

403 Forbidden, i.e., the access token is valid, but authorization to a resource is
forbidden.

429 Too many requests, i.e., the rate limit is exceeded. The header should contain
information about when retry should be tried.

503 Service unavailable, i.e., internal API is unavailable or external API is unavail-
able, then there is a further description in the response body.

1 { "status": "error",
2 " messages ": [
3 { "type": " FieldValidationError ",
4 " message ": " Phonenumber is missing ",
5 "field": " phone_number "
6 },
7 { "type": " FieldValidationError ",
8 " message ": "name is missing ",
9 "field": "name"

10 }
11 ],
12 "data": null
13 }

Figure 13: Example of an error response from the centralized APIs. Response always
consists of "status", "messages", and "data" keys.

In addition to providing information about action status by HTTP Status Codes,
information is provided by enveloping data. All responses from internal APIs will
have three data fields (keys) in the returned JSON. First, "Data" includes the
requested resource and null if there is no data. Second, "Status" can have values
"success" or "error". Third, "Messages" is a list of additional messages that may
contain additional information regarding the success or error, e.g., error message
or original error message from external API. Each message has at least "type" and
"message" keys, but additional fields can be present.

Status is a simplification of HTTP status codes. As internal APIs are going to be
used in both script and front-end solutions, and I see that it is important to provide
a simple status code from the release of the centralized APIs while enforcing the use
of correct HTTP status codes. Having all these keys, either empty or not, always
in the response will create overhead and unnecessary network traffic, but from the
developer’s point of view it is easier to always have the fields present, so no extra
checks need to be made. Example of an API response is presented in Figure 13.
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Type of content, e.g., JSON, XML, PDF, is requested with HTTP Content
Negotiation header (Accept) which leaves the file format extension for another use.
The Company has identified that there is a need to customize the response format
for some specific clients. Rather than creating a new endpoint for these clients, the
response format can be specified with file extension format like in the examples
below.

1 GET /api/v1/ companies /1234567 -8. app1
2 GET /api/v1/ companies /1234567 -8/ addresses .app1
3 GET /api/v1/ companies .app1?q= search_term

2.6 Authentication
Authentication of users enables the possibility to manage who will be able to access
the API. Authentication can be further divided into authorization which means
restricting the user access to different endpoints. Essentially, authentication answers
the question "Who is going to access the API?" and authorization "What will they
be able to access once logged in?" (Doglio, 2015; Neuman & Ts’o, 1994). In this
Chapter, the Company’s needs and requirements are discussed as well as solutions
available.

2.6.1 Needs and Requirements

Authentication and authorization are essential security measures that ensure that
information from the endpoints is not provided to users that should not have access
to them. Furthermore, with authentication it is possible to track what endpoints
individual users use and how often. From the Company’s perspective, there are
multiple different reasons on why authentication, authorization and tracking of
endpoint usage by user is required. While the centralized APIs is meant to be an
internal service, the security of it is a high priority. Authentication of users is needed
to make sure that no unauthorized access to internal APIs is available. Furthermore,
in a large corporation, there is also always a possibility for abuse or misuse due to
lack of understanding of services, and the possibility of such cases can be mitigated
with forcing authentication of users, which also enable user level rate-limiting of
endpoints. The aim is to have all internal APIs available to everyone internally, but
limitations from external APIs will arise. For example, some external API endpoints
may be only for license holders of some software, and all employees of the Company
may not hold the license. Hence, authorization on the endpoints is also needed.
Furthermore, track of usage per endpoint is important from the cost perspective.
In addition to the maintenance cost of the centralized APIs, some of the external
APIs or/and external API endpoints are not free of charge, and the cost should be
allocated to departments based on usage.

Front-end, which will be further discussed in Chapter 3, should also be taken
into consideration when designing the back-end authentication. If possible, the
authentication method should be the same so that the centralized APIs can be
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seamlessly used from end-users’ as well as the developer’s point of view. For end-user,
it is easiest if they do not need to have a new account for the centralized APIs, and
that the front-end and back-end can be accessed with some existing account.

2.6.2 Single Sign-On

The Company needs and requirements imply that a Single Sign-On (SSO) tool is
needed. In SSO users only need to authenticate with one SSO service and are then
able to access all other services that are supported by that SSO service, given that
user is given permissions to that service in SSO. In many cases, the authentication
can be done without any need of interaction by the user. (Pashalidis & Mitchell, 2003)
In the context of this thesis, the use of SSO decreases the possible authentication
methods to only two that are used by the Company. The Company has Kerberos SSO
in use which authenticates with Windows Active Directory (AD). This means that
users can use their Windows account for authentication with services. Furthermore,
the Company’s AD is global, which would enable the use of the centralized APIs
from other KPMG countries in addition to Finland. Another SSO tool used by the
Company is KPMG Connect which is a proprietary product developed by KPMG.
Although KPMG Connect is a separate tool, most employees of the Company have an
account there, hence giving the same benefits as Kerberos. Furthermore, the upside
of KPMG Connect is that it is not internal only as it is used in customer facing
products also. Hence, the benefit is that in the future if parts of the centralized APIs
would be served to customers, then the same authentication tool could be used. Both
SSO tools require that the service, in this case, the centralized APIs, can connect
to a third-party Authorization server which authenticates the user. While servers
used by Kerberos are only available from inside the Company’s network, the KPMG
Connect servers are hosted in the cloud and are accessible from anywhere.

2.6.3 API key

In addition to SSO, there is also a need for more traditional API key authentication.
In API Key authentication, a unique and static key is generated for each client. API
key along with client information and permissions are saved to, e.g., a database.
(Farrell, 2009) An example of a use case for API key could be a customer facing
product by the Company which fetches information from an internal API based on
user input. Users of the product do not have authorization for the internal API, so
their SSO credentials cannot be used for API calls. Nevertheless, the product does
need to fetch information from the internal API, and for this an API key can be
utilized.

2.6.4 Design summary

The centralized APIs platform uses KPMG Connect as an SSO provider as it provides
the integration to AD and also a possibility to authorize non-Company users in the
future if there is a need for that. From the architectural perspective, the important
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part is to understand that KPMG Connect is running in the cloud in another network
than the centralized APIs, and there needs to be a secure way to connect to it.
Further design is technology-oriented and discussed in Chapter 4.7. In addition to
SSO, the centralized APIs will provide API key authentication which will not require
communication with other services.

2.7 Back-end Architecture Summary
Centralized APIs back-end architecture will follow the microservices style where each
internal API is implemented as their own service. In addition, three other services
are needed. First, API gateway service to implement a single entry point, and
it will act as a reverse proxy to all public facing services. Second, Authorization
service implements the communication with KPMG Connect SSO solution and
provides APIs that internal APIs can use. Third, Documentation service combines
documentation from all internal APIs and provide them as combined documentation
to users via the API gateway. Each service runs in their own Docker container in
isolation of other services. If any of the services need a database, they will have their
own database they manage independently from other services. Internal APIs are
RESTful on top of HTTP, and the primary format for transporting data is JSON.
Summary of architecture is presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The centralized APIs back-end architecture.
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3 Application Portal
In this Chapter, I discuss requirements of the front-end application "Application
Portal", front-end technologies, and present the architectural design. In the scope of
this thesis, front-end has smaller significance and is only designed and implemented
on Minimum Viable Product (MVP) level to prove the usability of the centralized
APIs via a web application.

3.1 Current State and Requirements
The centralized APIs platform provides many functionalities, but they mainly benefit
application developers rather than the end-users. In the same manner, the Company
has identified that there is a need to publish applications to the end-users easily and
have them available from one place. At the moment, each department or even a
developer has their own way to publish applications to the end-users. One of such
ways, for example, is to create a desktop application and share it via network drive.
However, spreading information about an application must essentially be done via
email, which is not efficient. Knowledge of the existence of an application is only
distributed to those in the release email, and other departments have no way of
finding it because of network drive folder restrictions. The described problem is
essentially the very problem described at the beginning of this thesis, and while the
centralized APIs platform solves the problem of parallel development, it does not
fully solve the problem of distributing information of applications developed.

The Company has set six main requirements for a new web application called
"Application Portal" that should solve the aforementioned problem of information
sharing and lack of a way to publish applications easily and have them available
from one place.

1. Applications and information are readily available from one place.

2. Applications have good User Experience (UX) and can be used with
modern devices such as phones and tablets.

3. Applications look and feel the same. Developers of applications may come
from different departments, but the application portal should provide style
templates so that applications can have the same look and feel.

4. Applications are independent of each other. While applications must be
inside the application portal, they should be independent of each other, so
breaking changes in one application does not break all other applications also.

5. Development of a new application must be easy. Preferably building a
new application with User Interface (UI) should require less coding compared
to applications built now.

6. Single Sign-On Authentication. The application portal must use the same
SSO authentication as the centralized APIs to ensure good UX.
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3.2 High-Level Solution Description
The the application portal does not need a public front page, but everything in it can
be accessible only by authorized users. Only exceptions to this are the authorization
endpoints that are required to be public, so logging in with KPMG Connect is
possible.

Front-page of the application portal acts as a catalog of all the applications
available in it. It should provide a list of all applications, a short description of them
as well as links to the applications themselves. In addition to the same look and
feel, each application and front-page share the same navigation bar with "Home" and
"Log out" buttons. A simple mock-up of such a page has been presented in 15

Applications are quite simple, and they mainly present data fetched from the
centralized APIs. They consist of two parts: 1) Forms and 2) Presentation. A
simple example of a form is a text input for Business Registration Number and a
Submit button. When a user presses the Submit button, a request to internal API is
made, and the user is either presented an error or some visualization of the data,
such as a table.

Figure 15: Mock-up of the front-page of the application portal.

3.3 Front-End Framework: React
To fulfill the requirements 1) "All applications and information are readily available
from one place." and 2) "Applications can be used with modern devices such as
phones and tablets." The application portal should be a web application build with
modern web development frameworks that support Responsive Web Design (RWD).
A web framework is a software or a library that supports the development of web
applications by providing automation and templates. Frameworks are crucial in
modern web development. (Goodfirm, n.d.). Furthermore, in RWD contents of a
website do not have a fixed location or size, but they move and change their size
based on the size of the screen used. (Gardner, 2011) This enables the possibility to
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develop each application only once and use it on all devices ranging from a computer
(large screen) to a mobile phone (small screen).

At the moment, most popular web framework listings always include at least
Django, Express, React, Vue.js and Angular (Kryzhanovska, 2019; Nehra, 2019; Goel,
2019). However, web frameworks can be further divided to front-end and back-end
web frameworks. Django and Express are back-end frameworks where the website is
mostly rendered on the server, and an HTML file is sent to the client browser. In
addition, these frameworks have built-in functionalities for creating API endpoints
for fetching data required on the website as well as good database integration. React,
Vue.js, and Angular, are front-end frameworks where the rendering of the website is
done entirely on client browser via JavaScript code. (Bradford, 2019; Goel, 2019) In
our case, the data is provided by the centralized APIs, and there is no need to have
a database, e.g., for users, as an SSO provider is used. Hence, the centralized APIs
platform acts as the back-end and the application portal is solely a front-end for it.

All three React, Vue.js and Angular front-end frameworks are very capable, and
basically all web applications could be developed with any these of the frameworks.
They also support the development of a Single-Page App (SPA) where a website is
loaded only once, and moving between sites does not require a page refresh. SPAs
are very similar to mobile apps. However, the frameworks work differently under
the hood and are a better suit for different purposes. Furthermore, they can be
compared from, e.g., ease of development, popularity, and simplicity point of view. I
focus on these topics to fulfill the requirement of easy development. Angular is the
oldest of these frameworks, released in 2010 by Google and is deemed as a mature
framework. React was released in 2013 by Facebook and has reached its maturity
by now. However, Vue.js was released in 2014 by an ex-Google employee and has
been gaining its popularity just lately in 2018. Hence, Vue.js is said to be new in the
arena and not yet fully mature. (Daityari, 2019) Vue.js has gained its popularity
just recently which means that there are a limited amount of resources such as
libraries and tutorials for Vue.js development, while there are many Angular and
React resources accumulated from time. (Hooda, 2019; Daityari, 2019) When looking
at ease of development, Angular is said to have a very steep learning curve and to
master it requires learning other concepts such as TypeScript. React is said to have
a significantly lower learning curve and with their good documentation setting up a
new application should be possible in an hour. React is also a combination of HTML
and JavaScript, which can make it easier for front-end developers to adopt it. Vue.js
has the lowest learning curve of the three and is similar to React. (Daityari, 2019;
Technostacks, 2018)

3.3.1 Design Summary

Based on requirement 5) "Development of a new application must be easy" I chose
to use React as the front-end framework. The vast amount of resources, such as
tutorials, as well as the low learning curve for it fits well with the requirement as
well as the context of an MVP web application. React has good support for RWD
and using SPA approach will lead into good user experience on both computers
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and mobile devices, hence fulfilling the requirement 2) "Applications have good User
Experience (UX) and can be used with modern devices such as phones and tablets."

3.4 React Components
In this Chapter, I briefly describe what React components are, and in the next
Chapter, the architecture design of the application portal is presented. Components
are a way of splitting up an application into smaller independent and reusable pieces
of UI. Components are very similar to functions in programming, and under the
hood they are precisely that. (React, 2019) For example, a login form with two
fields and a button can be split into three different components: 1) Username
field; 2) Password field; and 3) Login button. Now if a username field is needed
somewhere else in the application, its component can be easily reused without coding
it again. Components are also able to take in variables, just like functions, and they
can be more reusable that way. An example of a component with variables is shown
in Figure 16. On a higher level, the whole login page is composed of components
such as navigation bar, login form, and footer.

1 function Welcome (props) {
2 return <h1 >Hello , {props.name }</h1 >;
3 }
4
5 function App () {
6 return (
7 <div >
8 <Welcome name="Sara" />
9 <Welcome name="Cahal" />

10 </div >
11 );
12 }

Figure 16: Welcome React component taking the name as a variable and printing
Hello with the name in Header 1 font. Adapted from React (2019).

From the ease of development point of view, components are convenient as
developers can easily reuse other developers’ code without the need to copy it
elsewhere. If components are reused well, then even fixing bugs is easy as the bug
needs to be fixed only in one place. This fits very well with the requirement 5)
"Development of a new application must be easy". However, the downside of reusing
code is that a change in a bottom-level component can affect basically every part of
the application and contradicts the requirement 4) "Applications are independent of
each other."

3.5 Architecture Design
In this Chapter, I present the architecture design of the application portal by going
through the structure of the codebase and explaining which are the responsibilities
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of each part. Furthermore, I highlight which parts are shared between application
developers and which are under the responsibility of developers of the Application
platform, and hence do not have to be configured or programmed by application devel-
opers. Simplified structure of the codebase structure without styles and development
tool files is presented in Figure 17.

portal/
Index.js
App.js
apps/

AppConstants.js
Home/

Home.js
App1/

App1.js
SpecialViewComponent.js

components/
ErroResponse.js
forms/

BrnForm.js
fields/

BrnField.js
LevelOfInfoField.js

validators/
BrnValidator.js

tables/
JsonToTable.js

utils/
AppConfig.js
Api.js
Auth/

Figure 17: Simplified structure of the application portal codebase.

3.5.1 Index and App Components

React application’s entry point is the "Index.js" file. In the application portal, Index.js
includes routes (endpoints) for authentication and also the main route (endpoint)
"/" which renders an App component, also found in the same folder. Authentication
is discussed in-depth in Chapter 4.7. User must be authenticated to access "/"
route and everything below it. App component is the main part of the application
portal, and it renders navigation bar, but also all applications are rendered inside it,
i.e., the application portal is a Single-Page Application where moving from site to
another does not require a page refresh. For this to happen, the App component
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also includes the routing of applications, so that, e.g. "/app1" route will render the
App1 component.

3.5.2 Application Components

Applications (components) are inside the apps folder. Each of the applications has
its own folder which includes the application code as well as any application specific
components that are not needed by any other application. Front-page of the the
application portal is also treated as an application called Home. While it is the
front-page, it still rendered inside the App component so it will have the exact same
navigation bar as other applications. Hence, it is treated as an application component.
Home application is rendered by App component in route "/".

Home application is responsible for rendering the listing of all applications available
on the site. This listing is rendered dynamically based on a list of applications in
AppConstants.js file which includes the name, short description, route, and component
name among other information. The routing inside App component is also generated
dynamically based on this list of applications. The application template component
also includes an AppInfo component that renders the application’s name, description,
and instructions.

3.5.3 Shared Components

Previously mentioned AppInfo component is located in "components" folder. This
folder is shared between all applications and includes, for example, components for
creating forms. While the applications may do different things, they have in common
that they fetch data from internal APIs based on user input.

The root of forms folder consists of ready forms that have fields, validation for
each field as well as functionality to fetch data from internal API endpoint given as
a variable. Forms are further divided into field components and validate functions,
so there is very little copied code between forms. Example of a form component is
shown in Figure 18. A new field could be added to this form by adding a field and
initial value for it, and optionally a validator.

Fetching data from internal API solely based on endpoint URL is possible because
of the standardized response format on internal APIs, but also standardized variable
names on endpoints. The data fetching functionality uses the field names as the
name of query parameters, which means that all endpoints using, e.g., business regis-
tration number as a query parameter must name it "brn". Furthermore, application
developer can indicate which request parameters are path parameters by using "<>"
characters in the endpoint variable, e.g. "/companies/<brn>" will indicate for the
functionality that input from "brn" field will be used as path variable while all rest of
the field parameters should be sent as query parameters. Furthermore, data fetching
functionality will also automatically handle errors returned by internal API. In case
of validation errors, it automatically highlights the fields in the form that did not
pass the validation. Finally, it will return the response data to the component calling
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the form in the centralized APIs data envelope format which had "data", "status",
and "message" fields. This structure is returned even if the internal API could not
be reached.

After fetching the data from the internal API, the next part is to present the data
to a user. Continuing on the errors, the ErrorResponse component is provided that
will render an error notification of provided error messages in the data envelope. As per
the centralized APIs response design, in case of an error, a message should be present
with type in the format of "FieldValidationError", message, and optionally original
error and other information. ErrorResponse component will create an error header
of the type by simply splitting it by upper case, present message as a paragraph text
and generate a table of rest of the variables present. For convenience, a JsonToTable
component is ready in the platform which is able to convert any JSON object to a
table or nested table. The result of a complex JSON is not pretty but is a good start
at the beginning of development. Example code of UI has been presented in Figure
30, and UI in case of an error and success message has been presented in Figure 31.

1 function BrnForm ( {url , setResponse } ) {
2 return (
3 <div >
4 <Formik
5 initialValues ={ initialValues }
6 validate ={ values => {
7 let errors = {};
8 BrnValidator (values , errors );
9 return errors ;

10 }}
11 onSubmit ={ (values , actions ) => {
12 FetchDataAndHandleErrors (url , values , actions ,

setResponse );
13 }}
14 >
15 {({ isSubmitting , ... props }) => (
16 <FormikForm >
17 <BrnField {... props }/>
18 <Button { isSubmitting }/>
19 </ FormikForm >
20 )}
21 </Formik >
22 </div >
23 );
24 }

Figure 18: Example of Form component that has Business Registration Number
(BRN) field (<BrnField> element, validator (BrnValidator() function) for it and
initial value set as empty (Javascript object).
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3.5.4 Shared Utilities

Lastly, the "utils" folder consists of the application portal configuration and helper
functions. For example, authentication code, as well as code for calling internal APIs,
are stored in this folder. This folder itself does not include any UI components, but
only functions.

3.5.5 Styles and Mobile Usability

To achieve the Responsible Web Design (RWD), a React Bootstrap is used in the
development13. React Bootstrap is based on the industry standard development
toolkit that includes CSS and HTML code for easy RWD development.14

3.5.6 Design Summary

The application Portal is developed as a Single-Page Application with React Bootstrap
library to achieve Responsive Web Design (RWD). With these design choices, the
requirements 1) "All applications and information are readily available from one
place" and 2) "Applications have good User Experience (UX) and can be used with
modern devices such as phones and tablets." can be fulfilled. Furthermore, by using
React components, that is sharing code between applications, the requirement 3)
"Applications look and feel the same" can be achieved easily without special care from
application developers. Splitting the code to reusable components with dynamic
generation of routes and application listing leads to easy development of new apps.
All this fulfills with requirement 5) "Development of a new application must be easy.",
but unfortunately contradicts with requirement 4) "Applications are independent of
each other."

I chose to use the components heavily because I see that the benefits it provides
overcome the problem of not having totally independent applications and the possi-
bility of breaking multiple applications with one change. Firstly, while it is clear for
developers that components can and are freely reused by other applications, it should
lead to caution in any changes to these components. In case of functionality change,
and not a bug fix, a new component should be made while reusing components as
much as possible. Furthermore, the chance of breaking changes can be mitigated
with good application level testing, so any breaks are noticed before production.

3.6 Front-End Architecture Summary
The application portal is developed with React front-end development as a Single-
Page Application. Furthermore, React bootstrap is used to achieve a good user
experience on both computers and mobile devices. The application portal implements
authentication and routing of applications automatically, and developers do not have

13https://react-bootstrap.github.io/
14https://getbootstrap.com/
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to implement them. Furthermore, many parts of the basic application functionality
have been implemented as components for developers. These include, e.g., basic forms,
functionality for fetching data from API with endpoint as input. This functionality
also handles all errors returned by the internal API or, e.g., connectivity problems
and returns data always in data envelope format to the component using a form.
Lastly, a component for presenting errors in alert format has been implemented and
can be used in most cases.
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4 Centralized APIs: Technology Stack and Soft-
ware Design

4.1 Microsoft Azure Cloud: Virtual Machines
Traditionally applications and services have been deployed on servers or virtual
machines (VM), but in the era of cloud computing, there are many other ways to
run applications. In this Chapter, I briefly present the new ways of deployment in
the cloud and their fit to microservices architecture.

4.1.1 Microservices and Cloud Platforms

Microservices architecture is seldom talked about without a mention of the cloud.
Ebert et al. (2016) states that "microservices should be cloud-based as much as
possible, especially if the focus is on efficient service delivery." This is continued by
Fowler and Lewis (2014), who mentions that the cloud provides good infrastructure
for automation which has significantly reduced the complexity of building, deploying,
and running microservices. One of the benefits of microservices architecture is that
each service is independent and hence, can be scaled individually. Cloud is essentially
based on a scalable model where new resources can be easily created as well as
destroyed. This is true for both traditional virtual machines (VM) as well as for
new ways of deployment. For example, one of Docker containers benefits was the
lightweight nature of them, and this same benefit can be utilized in the cloud as well.
Cloud providers provide services for directly deploying containers15 rather than VMs,
which make the deployment easier as well as quicker.

Cloud also provides other new services that can help the deployment of applications
or services. For example, Azure provides "App service"16, which contains "API apps"
service that is meant for deploying API solutions. This service is meant to abstract
the infrastructure from the user, so even non-technical persons would be able to
deploy an application. With the abstraction comes the pay-off of less control over
the platform where an application is deployed. For example, app service applications
can be deployed in containers, but there are limitations for the containers, and not
all images can be used. Hence, the choice of how the application will be deployed
will also affect the tools available for developing it.

4.1.2 Design Summary

Although there are many new ways of deploying applications into the cloud, the
centralized APIs is deployed on Azure Cloud in traditional virtual machines (VM).
With the limitations on services, such as app service, I feel that fully controlled, and
as such a simple, VM is a good solution to start with. With VM, it is also possible to
run the exact same setup of the centralized APIs on developers local computer, in the

15https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/product-categories/containers/
16https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/app-service/
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Company’s datacenter as test environment as well as in Azure cloud for production.
This is also encouraged by the Company as there might be a need in the future to
run particular internal APIs in the on-prem data center rather than in Cloud due to
nature of data. With VM deployment model, this is possible while still gaining the
benefit of cloud environments scalability and pay-as-you-go17 pricing model where
costs incur based on used resources.

4.2 Programming Language and Framework: Python Flask
In software development, the choice of the programming language is an important
choice that must be made in the beginning. As mentioned in Chapter 2.2, in
microservices architecture, each of the services can be developed with different
languages. In API development, the web back-end framework used is almost as
important as the programming language itself. In this Chapter, I present the
Company’s current programming capabilities, research back-end frameworks, and
summarize the framework used in the internal API implemented in this thesis.
Although different languages can be used in services, this choice is crucial as it
will serve as the template for future internal APIs, and it should provide most
functionalities out-of-the-box, so that requirement 3) "Development of a new API
logic must be easy. ...Development of API logic to the centralized APIs should be
easier than building it from scratch against the external API" can be fulfilled.

4.2.1 Capabilities of the Company

Main services provided by the Company do not require software development nor other
level of programming, and most employees of the Company do not have programming
capabilities. However, the Company has an in-house software development team as
well as few other teams and roles where programming or scripting is required. These
teams serve different purposes which has lead to them using different programming
languages. There are in total three teams whose work can be described as software
development while the rest of the programming is scripting.

The largest software development team is an in-house team software development
which has approximately 30 full-time developers and architects. The focus of the
team is mainly on web applications which have a Java backend, but significant part
of the logic is implemented in front-end with Javascript based frameworks. The team
has plans to revise its stack and has seen Node.js as one of the possibilities.

Another team has its focus on Data & Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, and
Intelligent automation, and is approximately five full-time analysts and data scientists
with notable programming experiences. Main languages are Python and R, which
are widely used in Data Science. However, the programming is often done with
Jupyter18 or other similar notebook tools which differentiate the work from traditional
software development. In these notebook environments code can be run line-by-line in

17https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/offers/ms-azr-0003p/
18https://jupyter.org/about
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interactive tools, and the code may not be ordered as one flow to be run. Furthermore,
this team has also developed traditional Python applications.

The third team consists of two analysts, and they focus on the automation of
existing work processes with Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Excel macros, and
applications. Many of the Company’s processes are Excel based, and often the fastest
way to automate them has been Excel macros which are VBA based. In addition to
Excel macros, the team has developed desktop applications with C#.

Outside the aforementioned three teams, programming capabilities are scattered
around different teams. Largest capabilities are found in IT Advisory related depart-
ments where testing and automation scripts are developed with Python, Bash and
PowerShell. In the rest of the teams, Python is also mainly used for scripting.

4.2.2 Web Back-End Frameworks

As mentioned in Chapter 3.3, Django19, Express20 as well as Ruby on Rails21 ("Rails")
back-end frameworks are found on many listings of best back-end frameworks. These
frameworks are based on Python, Node.js and Ruby respectively.(Kryzhanovska,
2019; Nehra, 2019; Goel, 2019). When further researching frameworks for REST API
development in the scope of the Company capabilities, a so called microframework
Flask based on Python comes up in multiple sources (Charboneau, 2019; Davis,
2019).

Flask is stated to be the most popular and lightweight Python web framework.
It is based on Werkzeug’s WSGI toolkit which is a web server for Python. It is
one of the fastest-growing Python frameworks, and there are plenty of tutorials
as well as good documentation available. (Charboneau, 2019; Teqnation, 2018) In
addition, Flask is described to be simple to set up and have a built-in development
web server, which further helps development. One of the drawbacks of it is said to be
the lack of good support for Model View Controller (MVC) model in web application
development. However, this is something that is not needed in API development.
(Charboneau, 2019) Compared to the other Python framework Django, discussed
below, the benefit of Flask is its lightness which translates into better performance.
(Davis, 2019)

Based on web framework benchmarks executed by Suzuki et al. (2019) on 4
CPU core linux, Flask has significantly better performance under load than Django.
Average requests per second of Flask is approximately 19.7 thousand, while Django
reaches only 7.9 thousand. Similarly, the average latency of a response for Flask
is 51.37 millisecond and Django 145.44 milliseconds. However, when comparing
performance cross-language, Express and Rails also perform quite well, they have
41.2 thousand and 3.9 thousand requests per second, and 48.06 milliseconds and
16.20-millisecond average latency, respectively.

Express is described as a minimal, fast, and unopinionated framework. By default,
19https://www.djangoproject.com/
20https://expressjs.com/
21https://rubyonrails.org/
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it ships with very minimal features, and they are added as libraries in it. As Express
is a popular framework, there are plenty of libraries, and many functionalities can
be found as a library. As a minimalist, it does not also have a structured way of
how things should be done, but they can be implemented in many different ways.
As Express is based on Node.js, it is asynchronous by nature which provides good
performance and processing of concurrent requests without extra tools. However,
asynchronous programming can be challenging to work with and can cause problems,
especially with beginners. (Goel, 2019; Shaleynikov, 2018; Kryzhanovska, 2019)

While Express is described as minimal and fast, Django’s strengths are the
"batteries-included" model where authentication, admin management portal and
many other features are shipped with it. It is also based on Model View Template
(MVT) model and has good HTML templating capabilities. (Hargan, 2018; Goel,
2019) Django is described as flexible and scalable and can be used in small as well as
complex solutions. (Kryzhanovska, 2019) These capabilities are focused on creating
a full fledged website, and in the scope of internal APIs are not necessary. Further
pros of Django is its popularity which means there are an extensive community and
a lot of tutorials available around it. (Teqnation, 2018; Kryzhanovska, 2019)

Rails is based on a similar model as Django’s MVT, a model called Model View
Controller (MVC) and also has excellent HTML templating capabilities. (Goel,
2019) The downside of Ruby, in the scope of the centralized APIs, is that the
Company has no Ruby capabilities at the moment. Furthermore, there are signs that
Rails popularity is decreasing due to fundamentals problems in it regarding modern
development (Miśta, 2019)

4.2.3 Design Summary

Python Flask is used as the framework for developing the first internal API based
on its simplicity, performance, and programming language. One of the Company’s
requirement for the centralized APIs is ease of development, and while performance
is not set as a requirement, it is a crucial part of the choice. An internal API
is an intermediate between end-user and an external API, and it should not add
unnecessary latency for each call. It seems that the Django’s batteries-included
functionalities, which are not needed in internal APIs, have lowered the performance
of Django and compared to Flask and the difference is significant. Hence, Django is
not a viable framework.

As mentioned, there are no Ruby capabilities in the company, and with current
information, there are no plans on adopting it in any project. Hence, I do not see
Rails as a viable option. Express, on the other hand, is based on Node.js and there
have been discussions whether it should be used in future projects. Express and Flask
are both described as minimal and lightweight, which are a good fit with concept of
an internal API. In latency performance, Flask and Express are quite close to each
other, 51.37 milliseconds and 48.06 respectively. In requests per second, Express
performs significantly better with 42 thousand compared to Flask’s 19.7 thousand. In
the centralized APIs context, the requests per second will most likely never raise even
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above a few thousand, and the more important metric is the latency as discussed.
In this sense, the measurements are so close to each other that it does not make
grounds for a solid decision.

In the end, the decision boils down to the programming language. Python already
has a presence in many of the Company departments while Node.js does not. The
latter can also be said to be harder language to learn because it is asynchronous,
which can create quite peculiar bugs and outputs. When looking at the choice
in the context of the whole Company, I see that Python is the language that by
mastering the employees would benefit most, but also would learn it more easily than
Node.js. Python is a powerful scripting language which is helpful in the automation
of mundane tasks, and also an important language in Data Science with R, which
is a relevant field for the Company. (Babu, 2019) With the choice of Flask and
Python as the programming language, I see requirement 3) ease of development can
be addressed better than with Node.js and Express.

4.3 Setup of Codebase and Development Environment
The centralized APIs is based on monolithic ("mono") git repository which means that
code of all the services lies inside one repository. Mono git enables easier development,
testing, and deployment of the centralized APIs because it does not require any
additional tools in addition to Docker Compose. With Compose, it is only possible
to build and run services that are at the same level with Compose definition file in
the folder tree or below it. Mono repository is shown to be a viable option even in
very large applications, such as Facebook and Twitter (Oberlehner, 2017). Structure
of the repository is presented in Figure 19 and in the following Chapters, I present
the logic and benefits of the structure.

4.3.1 Top Level of Repository

On the top level of the repository, there is a readme file which includes a description
of the repository as well as documentation of setting up development environment
and conventions used. Docker Compose files, which were discussed in Chapter 2.3,
consists of service definitions and configuration. The base file "docker-compose.yml"
includes a configuration that is common between development and production, while
the corresponding files consist of environment specific configuration. For example, in
local development SQL Database container might be needed, but in production, the
database is running in another container.

4.3.2 API Gateway and Shared Services

API Gateway is the gatekeeper between all the services and public internet, and it is
kept on the top level of the repository. The folder contains Dockerfile for instructions
on building the service as well as configuration, such as routing endpoints to services.
All other services that are not internal APIs, such as authentication service, are
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centralized-apis/
README.MD
docker-compose.yml
docker-compose.development.yml
docker-compose.production.yml
api-gateway/

Dockerfile
nginx.conf

shared-services/
authentication-service/

apis/
internal-api/

README.MD
Dockerfile
docker-compose.yml
src/

main.py
exceptions.py
redis_manager.py

shared-code/
exceptions.py
redis_manager.py

Figure 19: Simplified structure of the centralized APIs’ codebase.

located inside the shared-services folder. Content of these service’s folders follow the
same conventions as described below for the internal APIs.

4.3.3 Internal APIs and Shared Code

Internal API services are located inside "apis" folder, and each service has its own
folder. Each services folder is structured as if it was a git repository of its own,
and it must be possible to run the service without other centralized API services
as well. Hence, it should include a readme file for a description of the service as
well as all service specific information, except for the information that is needed in
deployments which are documented in the root of the repository. This also means
that Compose files with configuration are required in this folder as well. Source code
of the service is located inside the "src" folder, and the entry point should be named
"main", .e.g, "main.py" for an Python Flask internal API. Rest of the structure and
naming conventions are dictated by the programming language’s best practices.

For internal APIs implemented in Python Flask, some resources can and should
be reused. In the example, "exceptions.py" file includes all the centralized APIs
custom exceptions, and "redis_manager.py" includes code for connecting to and
communicating with a Redis database. Such code snippets are quite simple, but
also necessary in many of the internal APIs. However, as these files are considered
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reusable or shared, there must not be any modifications made to them inside the
internal APIs folder. Modifications to the files are made in "shared-code" folder
located on the root level of the folder. From this folder the files are automatically
copied to all Python services with a script.

4.4 Flask and Python Functionalities
Scope of this thesis is on architecture and higher level design, but in this Chapter, I
present a few important choices made on the code level, and how Flask and Python
functionalities were combined to abstract as many as possible mundane tasks from
the internal API developers. The descriptions in this Chapter are quite technical
and a basic understanding of Python programming language might be required.

4.4.1 Custom Errors and Handling of Errors

In Python, custom exceptions can be easily defined by creating a new class that
inherits from "Exception" class, and if necessary, custom attributes can be defined
at this stage22. Furthermore, Python exception handling works so that catching
an exception with "except" command will catch the given exception, but also all
the exceptions that inherit from it. With this in mind, a set of new exceptions for
each HTTP Error code were created. These errors were also given custom attributes
"message" and "original_error". Examples of errors are "BadRequestError" and
"NotFoundError". Furthermore, when a more specific error for these cases is needed,
a new exception can be inherited from the base HTTP errors. An example would be
"InvalidIdentifierError" which states that request was bad because the given identifier
is malformed. To easily catch all errors generated by the centralized APIs, the HTTP
error code level exceptions inherit from an exception called "Error".

Flask has a functionality where custom error handlers can be created on the
level of Flask application23. For each of the aforementioned HTTP error code level
exceptions, a custom error handler has been implemented. The error handlers unload
information from the exception attributes to the centralized APIs data envelope
format defined in Chapter 2.4 and returns it to the client with the correct HTTP
status code. Name of the caught exception is used as the value of "type" field.
In short, a developer can return errors in correct format and with correct HTTP
status codes with only one line of code. Below I have presented a simple example
where InvalidIdentifierError is returned in case a "brn" variables has a length of zero.
More broad example of error handling is given in Chapter 5 Requirements-Driven
Evaluation.

1 if len(brn) == 0:
2 raise InvalidIdentifierError ( message =" Length of BRN is zero")

22https://docs.python.org/3/tutorial/errors.html
23https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.0.x/errorhandling/
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4.4.2 Require Authentication with Python Decorators

Python has a functionality called "decorators" that can be used, in simplified terms,
to define a function that should always be called before some other function 24. For
example, writing @SomeFunction above function definition, e.g., "HelloWorld()",
would indicate for Python that when HelloWorld function is called, then SomeFunction
function should be called before it.

For authentication, a new decorator "@auth_required" was defined which takes
the required roles of a user as a parameter. This function calls authentication service,
and in case of an unauthorized user, it raises a corresponding error. In case of success,
it will add the user’s username to request context and continue with the execution
normally.

4.4.3 After Request Automated Logging

Flask has a functionality where a function can be set to be run after each request
made to the API25. A new function was created that after each successful request,
i.e., HTTP status code 2xx, it reads username from request context and logs it
with the name of the endpoint. This information can then be used as basis for cost
allocation as well as statistics of endpoint usage.

4.4.4 Design Summary

Custom Python exceptions and Flask functionalities are used to make the development
of internal APIs easier, but also to ensure that developers do not have to figure out
themselves how to implement authentication or mandatory tracking of API usage
which are stated by requirement 6) Single Sign-On Authentication and 7) Caching
and storing of information from external APIs.

4.5 Caching of Responses
In this Chapter, I present the design choices made to comply with requirement 7)
that states that responses and information, such as files, from external APIs must
be cached when applicable. On some information, the time to live (TTL) can be a
matter of hours, but for some information, TTL has no limit as the file is static by its
nature. Static information provided by the external API used in this thesis provides
information in PDF files. The caching of files and other formats of information is
implemented with different technologies described below.

4.5.1 Caching

Responses that are not binary data (files) and have a short time to live, i.e., under
24 hours, are stored inside a Redis database. Redis is an in-memory data structure

24https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0318
25https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/api/
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store which supports many different file formats and is very fast. Setting and getting
data from Redis takes in most cases closer to zero milliseconds than one millisecond,
which makes it a very good cache database. (Redis, n.d.) Each internal API has its
own Redis database running in a container, both in development and production.
In the case of server fault, the data can be lost, but as the TTL of information is
very short anyway, this risk is not considered a problem. Internal APIs save external
API’s response in JSON format to Redis, so information can be returned quickly
without conversion. Objects in Redis can also be set a TTL after which they are
automatically deleted. This functionality is used to make the maintenance easier.

4.5.2 File Storage Solution: Azure Blob Storage

Moving to the cloud provides many new solutions to old concepts, such as how to
save files. Azure provides Blob storage ("Blob") service which it describes to be
a good fit for storing massive amounts of unstructured data such as binary data,
which can be PDF files. Blob cannot be mapped as a normal drive on a VM, but
it can be used via an HTTP API. Microsoft has developed SDK for Python for
easy implementations. An API managed store is a good approach for microservices
running on the cloud as it makes it possible to create or delete VMs/containers, and
there is no need to worry about mapping the drives. Furthermore, Blob storage is
significantly cheaper than SSD file storage, e.g. in Azure 1000 GB Blob storage with
100 thousand write and read operations costs 24€26 per month and same size SSD
280€27 per month. (Azure Docs, 2019)

Blob is used as the file storage in the centralized APIs. Each different information
type, such as Financial Statement or Trade Register Extract, has their own container
in Blob. Essentially each information type represents their own endpoint. This
enables the possibility to name each file with format user-friendly format of "<com-
pany name>_<business registration number>_<time of download>.pdf" without
worrying about duplicate names. With traditional file storage, the file would need to
be sent to the client by the API, but with Blob a link to a file can be created, and
the client can download the file itself, which decreases the load on API. By default,
the containers and files in Blob are not visible to any client. Blob has a functionality
for creating links to files with custom TTL. The centralized APIs uses 60 minute
TTL for links. Furthermore, each file in Blob storage have basic metadata, such as
date of creation and last modification, but custom metadata can also be set for each
file. (Azure Docs, 2019) TTL of files are not saved with files themselves but are
configured in an internal API, so it can be easily changed at any given time. The
original JSON format response of an external API is saved as custom metadata on
each file, so the original response can be sent to the client with the URL.

Local development without the use of Blob in the cloud is possible with Azure
26https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/#storage58fde0a1-036e-4688-98dd-

5dbb72c0c806
27https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/#storage58fde0a1-036e-4688-98dd-

5dbb72c0c806
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Blob Storage simulator called Azurite28. Azurite is run as its own container, so no
extra setup from developers is needed.

4.5.3 Design Summary

Non-binary information with a short time to live (TTL), such as under 24 hours,
are saved in a Redis database, which is a very fast database running in memory.
Information is automatically deleted from Redis after their TTL has expired. Files
and information with longer TTL are stored in Azure Blob storage which is a cloud
based solution. To reduce the load of internal API, they do not send files to the
client, but rather generate a unique link with short TTL, so the client can download
the file directly from Blob.

4.6 Centralized Documentation
Documentation of internal APIs follows OpenAPI Specification (OAS)29 V3.0.2
which is at the moment the latest version of the specification. OpenAPI defines a
standard, language-agnostic way of defining RESTful API interfaces that can be
both understood by humans as well as machines. OAS is maintained by OpenAPI
Initiative which is an open source project of the Linux foundation, and it drives to be
the industry standard API documentation format (OpenAPI Initiative, 2019). If an
API is properly defined with OAS, even API clients and servers can be automatically
generated based on it. In short, OAS defines a standard way of documenting API
endpoints and anything related to them such as input parameters, response HTTP
status codes as well as the schema of the response. In this Chapter, I present how
documentation of an internal API is created and how documentation is gathered
into one website.

4.6.1 Documentation of an Internal API

Documentation of internal APIs is made in code with Flasgger30 library. At the
beginning of the internal API code, basic information of the API is written into a
Python dictionary. This information consists of, e.g., internal API name, description
and developers name, department, and contact information. Rest of the API docu-
mentation is written inside the functions as docstrings31, in the same way as docstring
documentation is made with Python. Example of documentation is presented in
Figure 20. Flasgger automatically gathers the documentation for each endpoint
and generates an "apidoc.json" file which consists of the full documentation of the
internal API. Swagger also automatically serves this file from "/apidocs/apidoc.json"
endpoint. Flasgger also ships with Swagger UI32 that is a website which visualizes

28https://github.com/Azure/Azurite
29https://swagger.io/specification/
30https://github.com/rochacbruno-archive/flasgger
31https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0257/
32https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/
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API documentation based on OAS file, such as "apidoc.json".An internal API specific
swagger UI can be used by the developer in the early stages of development, but
is not be needed in the later stages when documentation is gathered to centralized
documentation described next.

1 @app.route('/ companies /< string :brn >', methods =[ 'GET '])
2 def get_company_basic_info_endpoint (* func_args , ** func_kwargs ):
3 """
4 Get company basic or extended info.
5 ---
6 parameters :
7 - name: brn
8 in: path
9 schema :

10 type: string
11 required : true
12 description : Company Business Registration Number (BRN)
13 responses :
14 200:
15 description : Information found
16 400:
17 description : Bad request . Missing parameters
18 or validation failed . See messages for
19 additional information .
20 401:
21 description : Authentication header missing or invalid .
22 403:
23 description : Permission denied to the resource ,
24 although , authentication was valid.
25 404:
26 description : Company not found
27 """
28 return MagicCompanyFunction ( func_kwargs ['brn '])

Figure 20: A simplified example of an API endpoint in Flask with OAS documentation
in dosctring. This function is called when a request to "/companies/<string:brn>" is
made, where the end defines that a string variable is expected to be given as path
variable. It will be passed to the function with name "brn" for use.

4.6.2 API Documentation Service

API Documentation Service "Apidocs" is responsible for gathering documentation
of internal APIs to one place and serving it to users. The service is run in its own
container and it is based on Swagger UI Docker image33. The image has out-of-the-
box functionality where a list of URLs to OAS documents can be given to it, and it
automatically renders documentation of all of these under one website. As mentioned
in the previous Chapter, Flasgger automatically generates the OAS documentation

33https://hub.docker.com/r/swaggerapi/swagger-ui/
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and serves it on "/apidocs/apidoc.json" endpoint. Hence, the documentation of each
internal API can be easily fetched to the apidocs service. The list of URLs is given
to apidocs service via Compose files.

4.6.3 Design Summary

The API documentation is conducted based on OpenAPI Specification (OAS) and
written inside each internal APIs’ code in docstrings from which OAS documentation
is automatically generated. To further address the requirement 5) "Automated and
centralized documentation" an Apidocs service with Swagger UI is set up to run inside
a container to provide documentation from website to developers. Apidocs service
automatically fetches the up-to-date documentation from each of the internal APIs.
Moreover, OAS is language-agnostic and it can be used to document any RESTful
API. Hence the above Apidocs service can be used to gather API documentation
from internal APIs regardless of the language they are written on, assuming that
they can provide the file via an endpoint.

4.7 Designing the Use of KPMG Connect
In this Chapter, the use of KPMG Connect as an SSO provider is designed. KPMG
Connect provides an OpenID Connect (OIDC) interface through which services can
use it for authentication. Before the design, I present a basic introduction to OAuth
2.0 and OpenID Connect frameworks. This information is essential to understand
the designed architecture and interactions between different services.

Furthermore, it is important to understand that most of the users are going to
use the internal APIs via the application portal, and non-developers who can do
scripting are using the internal APIs from scripts. These non-developers are mainly
financial experts who are looking for ways to automate services through programming.
Scripting will be done on personal computers and not on shared servers.

4.7.1 OAuth 2.0

OAuth 2.0 authorization framework is a standard34 which is described in the standard
as follows "The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables a third-party application
to obtain limited access to an HTTP service, either on behalf of a resource owner by
orchestrating an approval interaction between the resource owner and the HTTP
service, or by allowing the third-party application to obtain access on its own behalf."
(D. Hardt, 2012)

There are four different grant flows, i.e., third-party application to obtain limited
access, by which the interaction can take place between all the parties. I present in
this chapter how the following grants work 1) Authorization code; 2) Resource
Owner Password Credentials and 3) Implicit Grant flows. The fourth Client

34OAuth 2.0 is proposed standard which is the lower maturity level of standard defined by RFC
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6410
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Credentials Grant Flow is used when a client is the resource owner, which is not
applicable in the context of the centralized APIs.

An example use case of OAuth 2.0 could be a job application platform that
can automatically fill the user’s CV information from LinkedIn. This scenario with
Authorization code grant flow is presented in Figure 21 and explained step by
step below. The benefit of this authorization grant flow is that Client never has
access to the user’s credentials. (D. Hardt, 2012; OAuth, n.d.)

1. Job application platform redirects the user to LinkedIn’s Authorization Server
(AS). Redirection URL consists of client identifier (client ID), requested scope
(resources), and redirection Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to which user
should be redirected after authorization.

2. User logins with their LinkedIn credentials and grant permission for Job appli-
cation platform to requested resources, e.g., name and CV information.

3. LinkedIn redirects the user back to the defined URI that is the Job application
platform. Authorization code is returned as a parameter in the redirect URL.
Job application platform can now request Access Token (AT) from LinkedIn.

4. Client requests AT. The request must include authorization code and redirection
URI, and in addition client must authenticate with AS.

• Authentication with AS is often implemented by sending a client id and
client secret in the request. The client id is a unique and public identifier
for the client while the client secret is a secret identifier linked to the
client id. Both of these are obtained by registering the client with AS.
Registration must be done before the grant flow takes place. As a client
secret is only known by the client and AS, it can be used for authentication.
This is important, so that AS is sure to which client authorization is going
to be given and that it matches with the client to which user wants to
give access to.

5. LinkedIn returns AT and optionally a refresh token.

• ATs expire after some time, but with refresh token, the client can request
for a new AT without user authorizing the client again.

6. With AT the client (Job application platform) can request needed resources
from LinkedIn.

7. Resources are returned to the client.
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Figure 21: Authorization Code Grant flow adapted from RFC 6749. (D. Hardt,
2012).

In OAuth 2.0 the Resource Owner Password Credentials Grant, or by
short Password grant, is a bit simpler than the Authorization code grant flow.
In this flow, a user gives their credentials to the client who requests for AT with
the credentials, client ID, and client secret. Because the request needs to include
the client secret, this flow cannot be used in websites or other applications which
source code can be read in a way or another, because it would make the client secret
available to the public. It is emphasized that this flow should only be used when the
user fully trusts the Client. (D. Hardt, 2012; Denniss & Bradley, 2017) This flow is
presented in Figure 22
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Figure 22: Resource Onwer Password Credentials Grant flow adapted from RFC
6749. (D. Hardt, 2012).

Lastly, Implicit grant flow can be seen as a combination of the authorization
code and password grant flows. In implicit flow a user interaction is needed in the
same way as in authorization code flow, but AT is returned to the client already
when the user is redirected back to the client after granting permission to the client.
The downside is that the AT is revealed to the user and other parties that can see
the redirection URL, and AS does not provide refresh token for the client. This
means that after AT expires, the flow must be gone through again so the client can
obtain access. (D. Hardt, 2012) This flow is presented in Figure 23
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Figure 23: Implicit Grant flow adapted from RFC 6749. (D. Hardt, 2012).

OAuth 2.0 standard also provides an Introspection endpoint where a client can
request the status and meta-information of an AT. This endpoint must also require
authorization to mitigate towards scanning attacks. Often Basic authorization35 with
a static key is used. In addition to authorization, AT must be given as a parameter of
the request. As a response, AS returns at least if AT is currently active. Additional
information is optional, but information that is often returned, and are relevant in
the centralized APIs context, are client ID, username and expiry time of the AT.
(J. Riched, 2015)

4.7.2 OpenID Connect

While OAuth 2.0 provides secure authorization, it does not define methods for
authentication. OpenID Connect (OIDC) is a simple identity layer that has been
built on top of OAuth 2.0 to provide authentication. (OpenID Foundation, 2018)
With OIDC a client can verify the identity of a user which makes it viable for Single
Sign-On (SSO), and, e.g., Google uses it in "Sign in with Google" service (OpenID
Foundation, 2018; Google, 2019).

OIDC authorization code grant flow and implicit grant flows are OAuth 2.0
35https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7617
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compliant, and all changes are supplementary to OAuth 2.0. Compared to OAuth 2.0,
there are a few terminology changes due to a change in context from authorization
to authentication. Authorization service is called OpenID Provider (OP), and Client
is called Relying Party (RP). In authorization flow in Figure 21 part 5) and Implicit
flow in Figure 23 part 3), OpenID Provider (OP) returns ID token in addition to AT.
ID token contains information about the user, OP, and RP. Each of this information
is called claims in OIDC terminology. ID token is represented as a JSON Web Token
(JWT) which has been either encrypted or signed with OP’s private key while the
public key is available from predefined endpoint on AS. Client must fetch the public
key from the endpoint and with it is able to verify that the information provided is
sent by the OP. The ID token is required to include at least claims listed in Figure
24. Among other checks, the client should validate that Issuer Identifier matches the
OP, RP’s client ID is mentioned in the Audience claim and that the ID token has
not expired. (OpenID Foundation, 2018; Sakimura et al., 2014, 2017a, 2017b)

• "iss" Issuer Identifier for the Issuer of the response, i.e. HTTPS address of
authentication service.

• "sub" Subject Identifier that is locally unique identifier for user, i.e. hash code
or email address.

• "aud" Audience that this ID token is intended for, i.e. client id.

• "exp" Expiration time on or after which the ID token.

• "iat" Time at which the JWT was issued.

Figure 24: Required claims in ID token. (Sakimura et al., 2017a)

In addition to OAuth 2.0 endpoints, OIDC defines a Userinfo endpoint where
information, i.e., claims, about the user can be requested with AT. This endpoint
does not require any parameters but requires authorization with AT. Claims are
returned based on AT. Claims returned depend on, e.g., AT scope and audience
(client ID). (Sakimura et al., 2014)

4.7.3 KPMG Connect

Services communicate with KPMG Connect through OIDC interface, but there is one
notable difference compared to the flow described above - the roles of authorization
are the other way around. In the example Relying Party (RP) wanted information
regarding the user, so the user was redirected to OpenID Provider (OP) where they
logged in and granted permission for RP to claims about itself. In the new scenario
with KPMG Connect, the user wants to access the service provided by RP, so the
user is redirected to OP to be authenticated and authorized. User logs into OP which
then decides whether the user should be able to access RP. If access is granted, they
are redirected back to the service and otherwise not.
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4.7.4 Design Summary

With the background information a new authentication and authorization solution
was designed which fulfills the requirement that the centralized APIs can be used
with SSO from front-end (website application) as well as directly from scripts without
user interaction and redirections. All communication between client and back-end
will be done over HTTPS, so URL parameters, as well as request data, is end-to-end
encrypted (Rescorla, 2000).

In the design, back-end only validates the AT and authorizes the usage of an
endpoint based on "Role" claim. An AT is sent as a "Bearer" token with each request.
Bearer is a header in HTTP request which has the key as its value36. As each
token is sent with each request, this complies with REST constraint of a stateless
system. AT can be of two different types, 1) KPMG Connect Access Token or
2) centralized APIs API key. These AT types are of a different format, so both
users and back-end can easily differentiate between them. Back-end does not provide
endpoints for acquiring AT, but AT needs to be acquired by a client beforehand by
either authenticating with KPMG connect or asking for an API key from centralized
APIs administrators.

Claims in OIDC are information about the user and they are set in KPMG
Connect. In this design, all centralized APIs internal APIs have the same client ID,
but authorization of individual endpoint is based on roles of a user. Role claim is a list
of roles that the user is assigned and, e.g., for centralized APIs one role is "centralized
APIs-free" which would indicate that the user has permissions for all the centralized
APIs endpoints that do not generate cost. This authentication and authorization
model is now further described through three different use cases which provide:
1) Calling the centralized APIs from front-end with user credentials; 2)
Calling the centralized APIs from a script with user credentials; and 3)
Calling the centralized APIs with API key.

Calling the centralized APIs From Front-End With User Credentials

The use case has been presented in Figure 25 and explained step by step below.

1. When a user tries to access the application portal website, an implicit grant
flow is initiated. The user is redirected to KPMG Connect where they must log
in. Client ID of the centralized APIs is a parameter in the redirection URL.

2. After login, KPMG Connect validates that the user has permission to access the
service based on the client ID. The user is redirected back to the application
portal with an access token and ID token as a parameter in the redirection
URL.

3. The application portal validates received information based on the ID token as
per OpenID Connect implicit grant flow.

36https://www.oauth.com/oauth2-servers/access-tokens/
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4. The ID Token includes claims about the user, for the centralized APIs the "role"
claim is provided. The application portal knows what roles each application
requires, so it can populate only applications that are usable by the user.

• Another design choice would have been to give each internal API its client
ID. This would mean that each internal API would require their own
separate AT. To acquire multiple ATs, it would essentially mean that in
the application portal, there should be a separate authentication for each
of the applications that use different internal APIs.

• Furthermore, with role based authorization it is possible to easily create
a new endpoint that combines data from multiple different APIs. This
endpoint can check that the user has all the required roles, rather than
require the user to send multiple ATs by which the underlying APIs are
accessible.

5. The user opens an application that fetches data from the internal API. The
Application calls the internal API with the AT as a Bearer token.

6. The internal API initiates a call to the centralized APIs authorization service
which identifies from the format of the AT that its type is KPMG Connect AT.

7. The centralized APIs authorization service starts authorization by calling
Introspect and Userinfo endpoints in KPMG Connect.

• The introspect endpoint takes the AT as a parameter and requires a basic
authentication. The userinfo endpoint requires a Bearer authentication,
and it returns userinfo based on the AT. These are two separate API calls
but are for simplicity presented as one step.

8. The KPMG Connect introspect endpoint returns information about the AT
and userinfo endpoint returns claims on the user.

9. The AT information is validated by checking that the AT is active and that
the client ID equals with the centralized APIs client ID. Furthermore, from
role claim it is checked that all required roles are present. It should be noted
that the userinfo endpoint always returns information when authenticated with
valid AT, but it does not provide any information of to which client the AT
was created for.

10. After validation, the status of authorization is returned to the internal API,
which can then fulfill the request or deny it.
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Figure 25: Interaction flow.

Calling the centralized APIs From Script with User Credentials

The second use case is a more traditional API use where a developer creates a script
which calls an internal API. While in the previous case it was natural that a user
logged into KPMG Connect in a browser, in a script it is not optimal. Furthermore,
all clients in KPMG Connect can have only one redirect URL, so it would not even
be possible for the script to acquire the an automatically as the user is redirected to
the application portal. For script usage, the OAuth 2.0 password grant can be used
as an AT can be acquired with user’s credentials, client ID, and client secret. The
use case has been presented in Figure 26 and explained step by step below.

1. A user inputs their credentials. This can happen, e.g., through a form or as a
command line argument when running the script.

2. The script requests for an AT with password grant flow. For password grant,
the script must send the user credentials, client ID and client secret to KPMG
Connect.

• This implies that basically all employees of the Company should know
the client secret, so they can use internal APIs when needed. By OAuth
2.0 standard client secret should be kept secret at any cost, so it can
be validated that the client accessing a user’s data is who it says to be.
However, in this SSO context, the client is not accessing data of the user,
but rather the user is trying to access the client application. The change in
context implies that the client secret does not hold any significant power.
With the client secret itself nothing can be fetched. With client secret and
client credentials an AT to company internal APIs and the user’s email
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can be fetched. Further implications of this method, and why it can be
seen as secure, has been discussed in Chapter 6.4.

• Furthermore, it would be possible to modify this flow, so that the client
secret was kept secret from clients and users. This would be done by imple-
menting an endpoint to the centralized APIs which takes user credentials
as a parameter, and it would make the password grant call to KPMG
Connect for the user and return an AT to the client. However, this way,
user credentials would be sent to the centralized APIs. To mitigate the
risk of leaking user credentials, I have not implemented such an endpoint.

3. KPMG Connect validates the user credentials, client ID, and client secret.
Furthermore, it validates that the user has permission to access the service
based on the client ID. An access token is returned.

4. Script calls the internal API with AT as a Bearer token. Optionally, the script
can call the userinfo endpoint and make sure that the user has the required
role(s).

6-9. Rest of the steps are the same as in the previous example.

Figure 26: Interaction flow.

Calling the centralized APIs with an API key

The last use case is a more traditional API authorization flow where a client has
a static API key they must use in each request. This could be used, e.g., in some
automatic script that runs every day without any human interaction and is user
agnostic. As mentioned before, the API key is also used as a Bearer token in the
API calls, so there is no difference in the API calls format. The use case has been
presented in Figure 27 and explained step by step below.

1. A developer must acquire an API key from the CA administrators and save it
into a script/application configuration.
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2. The script calls the internal API with the API key as a Bearer token.

3. The internal API initiates a call to the centralized APIs authorization service
which identifies from the format of an AT that its type is a centralized APIs
API key.

4. The centralized APIs authorization service validates the API key permissions
by fetching information from an API key database.

5. After validation, the status of the authorization is returned to the internal API,
which can then fulfill the request or deny it.

Figure 27: Interaction flow.

4.7.5 Programming Language of Authentication Service

I chose to implement the authentication service in Go programming language rather
than Python. The freedom to choose a different programming language is enabled
by the microservices architecture. Moreover, the authentication service is part of
platform shared-services or infrastructure. This means that internal API developers
only consume the service, but they do not need to make modifications to it, hence a
language that might not be known to the internal API developers, but has better
performance can be chosen. An API implemented with Go’s http37 library performs
drastically better under load than Python Flask (Suzuki et al., 2019). This is
important as the authentication service is used by all the internal APIs and can be
faced with a high number of requests per second, because multiple internal APIs
may be calling it simultaneously. With Go it is also possible to minimize the latency
added by authentication service to each request made by an internal API. Added
latency is further decreased by caching responses from KPMG Connect for a short
period of time. To validate an AT, the authentication service must call two endpoints
of KPMG Connect which adds latency as it is an external service.

4.8 Authentication of external API
In this thesis, authentication and security between users and the internal APIs has
been discussed, but authentication between the internal APIs and external APIs
has not been discussed yet. Traffic between the internal APIs and external APIs is

37https://golang.org/pkg/net/http/
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based on HTTPS, which should ensure that it is end-to-end encrypted and third
parties cannot read the transferred data (Rescorla, 2000). In addition, external APIs
require authentication, so they can ensure that the internal APIs do have access
to the data. However, this setup does not authenticate the external API, and an
internal API cannot be sure that it is communicating with the correct external API,
i.e., Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack is possible.

4.8.1 Man-in-the-Middle Attack

In MITM attack traffic between a client and server, e.g., an internal API and external
API is routed through a third party with a valid certificate. When HTTPS connection
is initialized, the server sends its certificate’s public key chain to the client which
verifies it. Essentially the client verifies that the certificate belongs to the domain
it is connecting to and that the certificate is signed by a root certificate authority
it trusts. (Rescorla, 2000) However, the latter verification can be skipped, which
enables the use of self-signed certificates, i.e., certificates that are not signed by any
root certificate authority and can be created by anyone. A MITM attack is easier to
implement when the root certificate authority verification is not used, but MITM
is also possible in case of full certificate verification. In such a case, a third party
would need to obtain a valid certificate for the domain. (Callegati et al., 2009)

For MITM attack a third party must be able to route all traffic between a client
and the server through its own server ("gateway"). In this scenario, when the client
is connecting to the server, it establishes an HTTPS connection with the gateway
that it assumes to be the server. It accepts the gateway’s certificate due to either of
the reasons as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, the gateway establishes an HTTPS
connection with the real server and forwards all traffic from the client to the server
and back, so from the clients perspective, everything is working normally. The
gateway is now able to read the traffic as the traffic is not end-to-end encrypted, but
encrypted between client and gateway, and gateway and server. (Callegati et al.,
2009)

4.8.2 Certificate Pinning

Risk of a MITM attack can be mitigated with a process called Certificate Pinning. In
certificate pinning, the expected certificate of a server is stored on the client, and only
the stored certificate is accepted as a valid certificate. This process does not remove
the need for normal certification verification, but it is an addition to it. Basically, a
public key of the server certificate is obtained directly from the maintainers of the
server, and it is saved on the client. The client is set only to accept the certificate
with the same public key. With this process, it can be ensured that the server is the
one the client assumes it to be unless the server’s certificate has been compromised.
The downside of certificate pinning is that the public key must be updated on the
client every time the server certificate expires or is revoked. If the update is not done,
the client does not trust the server with a new certificate and connection between
them cannot be established. (Symantec, 2017; Walton et al., 2018)
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4.8.3 Design Summary

To authenticate external APIs and mitigate the risk of a MITM attack certificate
pinning process is used in communication between the internal APIs and external
APIs. The public keys of external APIs certificates are obtained directly from the
customer support of external APIs and not downloaded from the external API server.
This is done to ensure that the correct public key is obtained, even in the case of an
on-going MITM attack at the time.
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5 Requirements-Driven Evaluation
In this Chapter, the designed and implemented solutions are reflected on the re-
quirements set by the Company. This evaluation seeks to confirm that designed
architecture and technology stack of the centralized APIs is the most suitable to
fulfill the company requirements, and hence an answer to research question 1) of
most suitable architecture and technology stack. Furthermore, the requirement of
easy development is analyzed in-depth to address the research question 3) "How
well does the solution fulfill the requirement of easy development?" while also the
downsides asked in research question 2) are also touched on. In the next Chapter,
the evaluation and analysis are continued from other perspectives, such as cost.

Figure 28: Endpoint documentation in interactive Swagger UI.
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5.1 Centralized APIs
1. "API logic for each external API is developed only once" requirement

is met with the design. All logic for fetching information from external APIs are
implemented inside the centralized APIs once, and information is served to users
through internal APIs created around the API logic. With this architecture,
the external API logic is only implemented once, but API logic for the internal
API must be implemented.

2. "Departments are able to use data provided by external APIs as
easily or more easily than before" is met with the design. All the internal
APIs return response in the same data envelope format and with informative
HTTP status codes which overcomes the burden of lines of code needed for
fetching an access token (AT) as shown below.

• The data envelope consists of the status of the response, the data itself,
and additional messages in case of an error. In total internal APIs provide
information of status on three layers: 1) status field with "error" or
"success" values; 2) HTTP Status codes; and 3) messages which include
minimum type which is, e.g., "InvalidIdentifierError", but often also a plain
English message. All the unternal APIs use the same error codes. Overall,
there is need for less error handling on the client side when compared to
most of the external APIs, and API logic can be easily reused in different
applications.

• Preprocessing of data can also be implemented in internal API rather
than in an application which makes the development easier. In the case of
the first implemented internal API, many of the external API endpoints
require Finnish business registration number as the parameter and it must
be in the official format of "1234567-8". However, quite often BRN is
saved to systems without the dash or in VAT code format where the dash
is removed and "FI" is added to the beginning, e.g., "FI12345678". The
internal API was implemented to transform all the given formats to the
official format for convenience.

• The internal APIs require authentication from users and applications as
well as scripts must acquire a KPMG Connect AT or an API Key before
using the internal APIs. The case of an API key is rarer, and the key
can be requested from the centralized APIs support team. An AT is
acquired from KPMG Connect by Password grant flow. The grant flow
can be implemented in just a few lines of code, e.g. in Python. A Python
example of such a flow is presented in Figure 29.

3. "Development of a new API logic must be easy. Great emphasis
must be given to the ease of development so that it aligns with
the Company’s capabilities" is met with the design. This requirement is
analyzed by showing how a new API logic (internal API) can be developed in
the Chapter below.
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4. "Automated and centralized documentation, and standardized and
automated process to create documentation of the developed API
logic solutions for users and developers" is met with the design. Ope-
nAPI Specification (OAS) compliant documentation of all internal APIs is
provided to users via "Apidocs" service. The service is running Swagger UI,
which is an interactive website for viewing documentation. It also provides
functionality for trying out the APIs directly from a browser. An example of an
endpoint documentation in Swagger UI is present in Figure 28 Developers are
able to document each endpoint easily inside code with docstrings, an example
is shown in the ease of development Chapter.

5. "Single Sign-On Authentication that does not need to be configured
by developers of API logic solutions" is met with the design. KPMG
Connect is used as the SSO provider and it does not require configuration
from the developer. Furthermore, securing endpoints with authentication and
choosing the required level of permissions can be done by the developer inside
their code with one line of code, an example is shown in the ease of development
Chapter. The validation of tokens is implemented in authentication service,
which in simplified terms just returns true or false for authentication. This
minimizes the risk of wrong implementation of authentication by developers
significantly. Usage of SSO was designed so that it can be used by both
front-end web applications, desktop applications, and simple scripts.

6. "Tracking of API usage on a user and query level" is met with the
design. Each successful query is automatically logged when internal API is
based on the Python Flask template developed in this thesis. If an internal
API is developed with a new language, it must be ensured that the logging is
implemented in the same way.

• Another solution would have been to implement this logging in API
gateway, so it would always take place. However, in API gateway only
AT is known, but not the user behind it, so additional logic for querying
authentication service for the user would have been needed. This would
mean that for each request, the AT would be validated twice, once by the
API gateway and once by the internal API. Moving the authentication
to the API gateway is also not a viable option, because from the ease of
development perspective, it is important that the authentication is set
per endpoint by the developer in internal API code.

7. "Caching and storing of information from external APIs" is met
with the design. Caching of non-binary responses with short time to live (TTL),
i.e., under 24 hours, are stored in a Redis database, which merely adds any
latency, as is shown in Chapter 6.4. Files and static responses are saved in
Azure Blob storage, and they are served to clients by generating a unique
link with short TTL which is returned in the response. This way, files can
be easily stored, but also load decreased from the centralized APIs platform.
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Use of cache and storage must be implemented in internal API code, and code
snippets for doing so is provided in the "shared-code" folder.

• For API to be RESTful, it is required that it is layered and cacheable.
Hence, caching in RESTful APIs is often implemented as a layer between
client and endpoint, such as in an API gateway. (Doglio, 2015) This
approach was not used, because of the designed way of using file extensions
in endpoints for requesting data in schema rather than a file format, e.g.
"/companies/1234567-8.app1" response is based on the same underlying
data than the endpoint without the file extension. With HTTP cache
these endpoints would not use the same cache while in the internal API
level caching with a Redis database they are using the same cache.

8. "Comply with terms of external APIs" is met with the design. This
requirement has not been further discussed in the thesis, but rate limiting of
internal API endpoints is implemented with Flask-limiter38 which will evidently
also limit the calls made to the external API endpoints.

1 import requests
2 from requests .auth import HTTPBasicAuth
3 def getAccessToken (user , password ):
4 auth = HTTPBasicAuth (CLIENT_ID , CLIENT_SECRET )
5 headers = {'Content -Type ':
6 'application /x-www -form - urlencoded '}
7 payload = { 'username ': user ,
8 'password ': password ,
9 'grant_type ': 'password '}

10 r = requests .post(TOKEN_URL ,
11 auth=auth ,
12 headers =headers ,
13 params = payload )
14 return r.json ()['AccessToken ']

Figure 29: Simplified example of a Python function which requests for an access
token from KPMG Connect with user credentials given as parameters.

5.1.1 Ease of Development

To evaluate the ease of development of both the internal APIs and applications in the
application portal, I present in this Chapter the steps required to implement them.
Most of the design choices mentioned in this Chapter are to address the requirement
3) "Development of a new API logic must be easy", but when design choices address
other requirements, it is highlighted.

38https://flask-limiter.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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Setting Up a New Internal API

Starting the development of a new internal API is started by taking a copy of an
internal API template folder. This folder is a cleaned version of the internal API that
was developed in this thesis and includes only the necessary files and information.
Template Compose files consist of basic configuration that helps development, such
as shared volumes between a container and the host computer. They also include
configuration for common databases like Redis and MS SQL. If these are not needed,
they can be removed from the files. In the minimum, a developer must rename the
service names. Before continuing on the next part, the developer should also open
"main.py" file and fill in the name and description of the application as well as contact
information of developers for automated documentation. After modifying these files,
the developer should copy the service information to Compose files found on the root
of the repository. A template Compose file is presented below.

1 version : '3.3'
2 services :
3 template -api:
4 templates :
5 - ./ src :/ app
6 - ./ docs :/ docs
7 environment :
8 - REDIS_HOST =template -redis
9 template -redis:

10 image: redis: alpine

At the moment, routings for the API Gateway are not automatically generated,
but the developer must modify the Nginx configuration file. However, in the file
developer needs only to duplicate an existing routing and add the new services name
on two rows shown below.

1 location /api/v1/new -internal -api/ {
2 proxy_pass http :// new -internal -api :3000/;
3 }

After the changes, the developer can run either the whole centralized APIs locally
or only the new application with API gateway and other necessary services. This is
done by running the command below in command line.

1 docker - compose -f docker - compose .yml -f docker - compose . development .
yml up

With the provided templates and instructions in a repository readme file, a new
internal API can be set up in a matter of minutes, and the development can start, as
described next. While the process of setting up a new service is very easy, it could be
made leaner with, e.g., a script that does the copying and renaming for the developer.
However, I also think that the steps taken here might help developers to understand
the structure of the centralized APIs a bit better.
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Setting up and developing new internal API

All endpoints of internal APIs are defined inside "main.py" file. The template has one
GET endpoint "/test/<string:text>", that is defined by the "@app.route" decorator
in the beginning. This endpoint returns any text given as a parameter to the client
wrapped in the centralized APIs data envelope with HTTP status 200, which is done
on the last row. A helper function "create_response" inserts the data into the data
envelope. At this point, all successful requests are already logged automatically by
the internal API, and the developer does not need to activate it. However, they
can activate authorization for this endpoint by uncommenting the "@auth_required"
decorator and filling in the required role or roles for the endpoint. Further, automated
documentation is generated based on the definitions in the docstring, and they should
be modified when further developments to the endpoint are made. An example of a
endpoint with authentication and documentation is shown below. Furthermore, an
example of documentation in Swagger UI is presented in Figure 28, Swagger also
makes it possible to test the endpoint directly from the website.

1 @app.route('/test/< string :text >', methods =['GET '])
2 # @auth_required ('free ')
3 def virre_brn_endpoint (text):
4 """
5 Returns text given as path parameter
6 ---
7 parameters :
8 - name: text
9 in: path

10 type: string
11 required : true
12
13 responses :
14 200:
15 description : Company information found
16 400:
17 description : Malformed brn parameter
18 404:
19 description : Company not found
20
21 """
22 return jsonify ( _create_response (text)), 200

In this file and in each endpoint definition, no computing or calling external APIs
should be made, but only parsing documents, calling a function to do the heavy
lifting and returning the data. For the API logic, the developer should create a new
python module based on the application’s name. In this module, the developer can
also import, e.g., the ready made database managers which will provide connection
and basic communication methods to be used.

The developer should familiarize themselves with important file "exceptions.py".
This file consists of all the custom exceptions of the centralized APIs set so far, which
can be to return errors to clients easily and with necessary information. Below I have
presented how these errors can be used by the developer. In the example, external
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API returns an error with code "C35" which is known to mean that the company
was not found. In this case, no further explanation is required, but the original error
code is wanted into the error response to the client.

1 # Code
2 import exceptions as ex
3 data = get_data_from_external_api (brn)
4 if 'error ' in data and data['error '] == 'C35 ':
5 raise ex. CompanyNotFound ('', data['error ']
6 return data
7 # Response . HTTP Status 404 ( NotFoundError )
8 {
9 "data": null ,

10 " messages ": [
11 {
12 " message ": "",
13 " original_error ": "C35",
14 "type": " CompanyNotFound "
15 }
16 ],
17 " status ": "error"
18 }

5.2 Application Portal
1. "All applications and information are readily available from one

place" is met with the design. Applications are inside the application portal.

2. "Applications have good User Experience (UX) and can be used
with modern devices such as phones and tablets." is met with the
design. An example of an application’s UI on a small screen with only 400
width pixels is shown in Figure 31. Evaluating user experience of such a simple
UI is quite hard, but I would argue that the applications are easy and intuitive
to use.

3. "Applications look and feel the same" is met with the design. Applica-
tions are built with components, and when they are used, each UI element will
look the same. Furthermore, the Company colors are set in the application
portal level styles, and they are automatically inherited to all components under
it, which ensures a similar style. If the number or complexity of applications
grows, then further instructions and style guides are needed to keep the feel in
sync between applications.

4. "Applications are independent of each other" is not met with the design.
Each application is their own component, and they are independently rendered
on screen, but the heavy use of components means that there are many shared
parts in each application. However, at the moment the shared parts are limited
to fetching data from an internal API, forms, and error components which
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are a central part of each application. These are core functionalities of each
application which mitigates the risk of them breaking without notice.

5. "Development of a new application must be easy" is met with the
design. This requirement is analyzed by showing how a new application can be
developed in the Chapter below.

6. "Single Sign-On Authentication" is met with the design. The application
portal uses the same SSO provider as the centralized APIs and has the same
client ID, which means that the internal APIs can be called from the application
portal with the same login.

5.2.1 Ease of Development

Setting up and developing new Application

Starting the development of a new application inside the application portal also
requires only a few steps. First, the developer should choose which of the existing
applications is most similar to the new application to be developed, and choose it
as the template. Developer should duplicate the folder and rename necessary files
inside it, such as the main component of the application. The component name also
needs to be renamed inside the file.

Next step is to fill in information of the new application to "AppConstants.js" file
which includes a list of all applications. At a minimum, the required information is
name, description, component (file) name, route (URL), and the roles required by the
internal API that is called. With these steps, the new application is already visible
in the application portal catalogue and the development can be started. Under the
hood, the listing of available applications with descriptions and links is generated
based on the "AppConstants.js" file. The routing is also dynamically generated based
on this and the application portal knows which component to render for each route.
Lastly, beginning from the front page, all the routes require authentication of the
user via KPMG Connect, and it is automatically handled without any action by the
developer.
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1 function CompanyTradeRegister (props) {
2 const url = 'virre/ companies /<brn >/ register_extracts '
3 const app = 'CompanyTradeRegister '
4 const [response , setResponse ] = useState ({ data: null , status :

null , messages : null })
5 let responseContainer ;
6 if (! response . status ) {
7 responseContainer = null;
8 } else if ( response . status === " success ") {
9 responseContainer = <JsonToTable json ={ response .data} />

10 } else {
11 responseContainer = <ResponseError response ={ response } />
12 };
13 return ( <div className ={'Companies ${app}'}>
14 <AppInfo name ={ APPS[app ]. name}
15 info ={ APPS[app ]. description }
16 />
17 <RowCol >
18 <BrnForm url ={ url} setResponse ={ setResponse } />
19 </RowCol >
20 <RowCol >
21 <div className ='border -top mt -3 '>
22 { responseContainer }
23 </div >
24 </RowCol >
25 </div >);
26 }

Figure 30: Application code.

Regarding the development itself, components used by other applications are
easily reusable in the new application, such as forms and tables. An example of
application component code is presented in Figure 30 and its output in case of error
and success can be seen in Figure 31. Furthermore, each of the forms and tables
consists of smaller components which means that when a new form is needed, then
most likely, many parts have already been implemented as components. Especially,
there is no need to recreate the logic for fetching data from any of the internal APIs
via a form. The logic can automatically generate API requests based on form fields,
request data, handle errors, and always returns the data in the same format for the
component using the form, whether a request was successful or not. Lastly, because
of the standardized response format of the internal APIs, error alerts for users can
be automatically generated based on internral API responses.

In summary, setting up a new application requires only a few steps from the
developer. Especially the forms, fetching data and rendering of errors can be done
easily or even automatically. The process of creating a new application was tested
multiple times in the making of this thesis as there were in total over a dozen internal
APIs for which simple application was built.
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(a) Success (b) Error

Figure 31: Application UI in small screen (width 400 pixels) in a) Success response
and b) Error response.
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6 Evaluation and Analysis
In this Chapter, I further evaluate the designed solution and analyze identified cost
savings as well as other implications on the Company’s processes and use of data. In
Chapter 6.4, research question 2) of downsides is discussed via measurements added
latency to each call by the centralized APIs.

6.1 Cost Savings
The cost of running the centralized APIs in Azure cloud is low, around 54€ per
month39. It consists of Linux VM, SQL Database and Azure Blob storage. As
shown in Chapter 6.4 latency testing, the platform can be run on B1s 1vCPU and 1
GB RAM Linux VM with modest load, but to ensure availability a VM with two
vCPUs is recommended. This VM also leaves space for further expansion in terms
of additional internal APIs. Linux VM B2s with 2 vCPU, 4 GB RAM and 32 GB
storage has a price of around 35€ per month in North Europe region. Also, a SQL
database is required for saving metadata of PDF files stored in Azure Blob storage.
Single database Azure SQL with 250 GB storage and 12-week backups has a price of
16€ per month in North Europe region. Azure Blob storage where files are saved has
a price of 3€ per month, including 100 GB of storage, 100 thousand write operations,
and 100 thousand read operations.

The external API, for which an internal API was developed in this thesis, is not
free of charge and their pricing model is based on successful requests, i.e., data is
found and returned. The price of a successful request varies from 0.5€ up to 7€ per
request. While the price of a request is quite high, the information available from
the external API is absolutely necessary for the Company, and at the moment the
Company uses a third-party service provider for this information. Their pricing is
also based on a similar model. However, for most endpoints, the external API price is
around 50% of the third party’s prices. At the moment, the Company uses thousands
of euros per month on this information and by migrating to use the internal API
implemented in this thesis, the costs can be cut in half leading into tens of thousands
euro savings annually. Furthermore, the third party charges for the information
each time it is requested, whether requests were one minute or one day apart of
each other. These "double requests" may happen when project team members are
not synced, or requests may not be related to the same project but are made from
different departments. With the centralized APIs’ caching functionalities charges
of double requests can be mitigated. More importantly, some of the information
provided by the external API is static and do not change at all. This information, in
most cases has the highest price and is provided as a PDF file. These files can be
saved in the centralized APIs’ Blob storage and served from there to clients which
can lead to significant cost savings. The Company does not have statistics available
of double requests which limit the evaluation of such cost savings.

39https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/#virtual-machines
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6.2 Compliance with REST Principles and Best Practices
As explained in Chapter 2.4, REST is an architectural style without strict guidelines
on how everything should be implemented and this has led to many different imple-
mentations of REST. Many best practices regarding REST have been introduced
Jauker (2014); Manca (2018); Haldar (2016). However, for evaluation purposes, the
problem of best practices is the very fact that they are only best practices, and they
can be ignored without consequences. Furthermore, depending on the source, best
practices can even be in contradiction, as is shown later in this Chapter.

To evaluate the centralized APIs REST implementation, it can be compared to
other APIs. For comparison, I follow a method introduced by Rodríguez et al. (2016).
In the study, Richardson’s API maturity level of APIs was determined by analyzing
18.2 million API requests. The API Maturity Model was developed by Richardson to
determine how well API follows the REST constraints. It consists of four levels from
zero to three as presented below. Level three indicates a truly RESTful API. List of
levels adapted from Rodríguez et al. (2016); Richardson (2008); Fowler (2010).

0. Tunneling. API does not make any use of HTTP methods or URI, and has
only one endpoint through which all communication is done. Actions, resource
IDs are sent to API, e.g., as a parameter or part of a payload.

1. Resources. API makes use of URIs, i.e., it has different endpoints for different
resources. However, only one HTTP method, e.g., POST, is used for all actions.

2. HTTP methods. API makes use of URIs and HTTP methods. All actions
are no longer tunneled through one HTTP method. This level is a good use-case
of REST constraints.

3. Hypermedia. API makes use of URIs, HTTP methods, and Hypermedia
links to other resources, i.e., API response includes links to all resources the
requested resource is linked to.

From API requests, it is not possible to directly determine which API maturity
level it is based on. Rodríguez et al. (2016) designed a set of heuristics to identify an
API’s maturity level. For example, one of the heuristics is "CrudInParam", which
looks if CRUD actions are being sent as a query parameter. Based on the centralized
APIs’ design in Chapter 2.4, it should comply with level two API maturity level. To
verify this level, the aforementioned heuristics were applied on the centralized APIs.
The heuristics, best practice heuristics, and the centralized APIs compliance with
them have been presented in Table 3.

The results verify that the centralized APIs REST implementation complies with
API maturity level two. At the current state, hypermedia links are not supported,
because the implemented external API does not provide these. In theory, it is possible
that the internal API could add hypermedia to the responses from the external API.
However, there would be no guarantee that the linked resources really do exist,
although the resource endpoints would exist. For example, if a client requests basic
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Table 3: Centralized APIs compliance with heuristics and best practices. Heuristics
and best practices adapted from Rodríguez et al. (2016).

company info from the internal API, link to trade register extract translation resource
for the company could be added by the internal API solely based on the fact that
such an endpoint exists, but it is possible that no trade register extract translation
exists for the company.

Figure 32: Relative frequency of the maturity levels by each domain exposing an
API based on Rodríguez et al. (2016) study.

The centralized APIs also complies with all but two of the best practice heuristics.
The first one is "Avoid API version as a path of URL", which contradicts the best
practice by Boyer (2019) followed in this thesis. The second one is related to "api"
word in URL. Two best practices are described, "’api’ word in domain" and "’api’
word in URL, excluding domain". The centralized APIs complies with the latter
best practice, which is also described by Boyer (2019), but not with the first one.
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The centralized APIs is on the same API maturity level as the majority of APIs, as
is shown in Rodríguez et al. (2016) results in Figure 32. Furthermore, the relative
frequency of level three is approximately the same as level zero relative frequency.

6.3 Other Benefits and Implications on Processes of the
Company

Design Science Research guidelines state that a new solution should be designed for
important and relevant business problems (Hevner et al., 2004). The relevance of
the problems that lead to this thesis became clear already during the development
as there was interest in the internal APIs platform. Upon release of the first internal
API, one internal application was released, which utilizes its data. Soon after, the
development of a client facing service was started, which also depends on data
available from the internal API. Furthermore, one more client facing service planning
has been started, which will utilize the internal APIs that will be developed next.
Based on the aforementioned interest and new applications, it is safe to say that
the problems solved in this thesis were relevant, and there exists a demand for the
centralized APIs inside the Company.

In fact, the interest was not only focused on the internal APIs, but also towards
the platform itself. One of the departments with programming capabilities needed an
API, but so far, they had no experience of APIs and no time to investigate the matter
further. The department was able to implement an API in a matter of weeks. This
was done during the development of the centralized APIs, so the template itself was
still under development and lacked documentation. However, feedback was received
that the template itself is simple enough to give guidance without documentation.
Furthermore, migration to the final version of the internal API template was done
without large problems due to the separation of shared code as described in Chapter
4.3. Based on the good experience of the department, there has been interest to use
the centralized APIs platform also in software integrations.

The already implemented applications as well as the ones in the pipeline are a
good indication that the centralized APIs platform does solve issues which initially
generated the need for the centralized APIs: API logic solutions for single external
API are developed in multiple departments which is simply double work and inefficient.
In the two already implemented applications, the potential double work regarding
API logic was successfully eliminated. Unfortunately, estimating the value of costs
saved by eliminating double work is not easy. With an assumption that external
APIs are utilized more in the future, the value can, however, grow large. In the
same manner, estimating the costs saved in developing API logic for an internal API
rather an external API is also not easy. However, at least in the first internal API
implemented, the centralized APIs data envelope response format is much easier to
work with than the SOAP XML returned by the external API. This particular API
at often times returned server error rather than error codes with explanations. These
errors are converted to the centralized APIs error types which are significantly more
informative to the users.
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The centralized APIs and the application portal can be argued to reduce not only
costs but also generate additional value. Some of the aforementioned applications
would not have been implemented now or even in the near future without the existence
of the centralized APIs. The applications add value directly to the services provided
by the Company in client facing applications, but also indirectly through internal
applications that make processes leaner or give access to information not available
before. The application portal is also expected to eliminate the problem of sharing
information of developed applications inside the Company. This is further expected
to help employees of the Company to have a better understanding of what can be
achieved with current technology and available information. In some cases, it can be a
simple application, but in a larger scale can mean a reform of a service. Nevertheless,
these are topics where the centralized APIs and the application portal are only one
part of the many actions that are taken.

6.4 SSO in the Application Portal and Scripts
Designing the use of Single Sign-On provider for both front-end as well as for scripts
was interesting and required in-depth understanding of the underlying OAuth2 and
OIDC. In the research phase, I was not able to find any sources where such a solution
was implemented. In front-end side, the implicit grant flow is an industry standard
way of doing authentication, but for back-ends, an API key authentication is used
rather than SSO. However, in the context of the centralized APIs, it is important to
track the user on the user level. With API key authentication, it is possible that an
application or script could be used across departments with one API key that would
hide the user level track.

The idea of making OAUth2 "client secret" public does sound fundamentally wrong,
even the name states that this value should be kept secret. In the KPMG Connect
context where a user tries to access the application rather than the application is
looking for user info from KPMG Connect, the client secret does not have as large
significance. A malicious application with client secret would still require the user
credentials and in the end would receive an AT for the internal APIs that are only
accessible from inside the Company. Furthermore, in this scenario, the application
would already have full credentials and could use them also. Hence, the public client
secret in this case is not the main problem, but that user credentials were given
to a malicious application. However, an argument could be made that, making
the client secret public, makes the above scenario more probable. Without public
client secret, it would not be possible to make applications that can automatically
fetch an AT with user credentials, but the user should first acquire it in some other
way. Without such applications, the probability of users giving their credentials to
malicious software would be low, because they are not used to do so. Hence, a public
client secret is a security risk.

While there are grounds for the argument, I see that the overall risk of such
occurrence is quite small, because it would require the author of malicious software
to have access to the Company internal network, in one way or another, to deliver the
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malicious application. I also think that the problem of a user giving their credentials
to a malicious software is a lot higher problem which is also mitigated by many other
measures taken by the Company. For example, the Python example for fetching an
AT asks for credentials as a command line argument, explicitly states that credentials
should not be saved in the script or in any configuration file. Furthermore, the
example includes logic for caching the AT, which means that user credentials must
be input only once in a few hours. Finally, it should also be noted that the number of
such applications, desktop, and scripts, are very limited as most of the applications
should be implemented inside the application portal. Overall, I find the designed
SSO model simple to use for all parties while maintaining its security, which is after
all the priority.

6.5 Downsides: Single Point of Failures and Latency
The API gateway is a single point of failure in the architecture. All requests are
routed through the API gateway to the internal APIs and there is currently no
back-up for it. However, the API gateway was designed to be as simple as possible
and runs a software specifically developed for it. It would be possible to duplicate
the API gateway to remove the single point of failure, but this is essentially pushing
the problem further down the line because then a load balancer is needed in front
of the API gateways. Another downside is that the centralized APIs adds latency
to each API request made, which decreases the throughput. Fortunately, internal
APIs do not provide time critical information, so added latency is not a problem
in that sense. To better understand how much does the centralized APIs platform
add latency and more specifically, which parts are adding it, latency measurement
tests were run. In the following Chapters, I present the test setup used to measure
latencies generated by the centralized APIs to API calls and present the results with
analysis. These measurements focus on latency on low load and no significant load
is generated on the servers. Furthermore, the endpoint used in the test scenarios
does not return PDF files, hence it does not use Azure Blob storage.

6.5.1 Test Scenarios

Latency measurements were run in nine different scenarios, so it would be possible to
understand in-depth which functionalities, such as authentication, generate latency
in each request. The first two scenarios are simple pings between the test server and
internal API, and the test server and external API.

For the rest of the scenarios, endpoint used in the test is a Finnish Patent and
Registration Office’s "Virre Company Basic Info" that is a WSDL/SOAP API that
returns information in XML format. To eliminate latency differences, the endpoint
was always called with the same parameters. In all scenarios, but the first one where
external API was called directly, the request was an HTTP GET to internal API
endpoint "/api/v1/companies/1805485-9?info=basic" with Authorization and Cache-
control headers in the format of "Authorization: Bearer <token>" and "Cache-control:
no-cache". This endpoint does not use SQL database and Azure Blob storage.
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In scenarios where the internal API is called, the request is always handled
by Flask framework, and error handling and automated logging after each request
are enabled. Other functionalities XML conversion to JSON, caching of responses,
authentication and caching of authentication responses are disabled unless otherwise
stated. In the name of the scenario, enabled functionalities are stated in parenthesis.

1. Ping internal API. The internal API server was pinged40 from the test server.

2. Ping external API from internal API. The external API was pinged from
the internal API server. The external API server has ICMP disabled, so pinging
was executed via TCP SYN messages with hping41.

3. External API Directly. The external API was called directly from the test
server with an HTTP POST call with HTTP Basic auth, the aforementioned
cache-control header and XML data that specified which companies information
was looked for.

4. External API via Internal API. The internal API endpoint was modified
to make the exact same POST call as made in scenario 1, and to return text
contents of that request.

5. Internal API empty response. The internal API endpoint was modified to
immediately return an empty response. This scenario is used for measuring
the latency between the test server and the internal API.

6. Internal API (JSON). Normal internal API endpoint that returns data in
the envelope format and in JSON format as designed.

7. Internal API (JSON, Cache). Normal internal API endpoint that returns
data in the envelope format and in JSON format as designed with cache enabled.

8. Internal API (JSON, Cache, Auth). Normal internal API endpoint that
returns data in the envelope format and in JSON format as designed with
cache and authentication enabled.

9. Internal API (JSON, Cache, Auth (Cache)). Normal internal API end-
point that returns data in the envelope format and in JSON format as designed
with cache, authentication, and authentication cache enabled.

10. Internal API (JSON, Auth (Cache)). Normal internal API endpoint that
returns data in the envelope format and in JSON format as designed with
authentication and authentication cache enabled.

40https://linux.die.net/man/8/ping
41https://linux.die.net/man/8/hping3
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6.5.2 Latency Measurement Script

Latency measurement was executed with Python script that made requests to the API
as many times as possible in 60 seconds. Threading or any other parallel computing
methods were not used, which means that the test does not generate significant load
and is only meant to measure latency. Requests were made and latency measured
with Requests42 Python library. All requests were made as prepared requests which
means that the request parameters, such as headers, URL, and request type were set
beforehand, and in the loop, the request was only executed. In addition, prepared
requests utilized urllib3 Python library’s connection pooling43, which means that
TCP connections were reused which removes the HTTP and TSL handshakes from
the measurements. Latency was measured with requests’ elapsed function, which
measures the time between sending the first byte and finishing parsing headers of
the response, but content itself may not have arrived yet.

6.5.3 Test Servers and Related Service Locations

The centralized APIs was deployed on Azure B1s Virtual Machine (VM)44 which
has 1 virtual CPU and 1 GB of RAM. VM was running in Azure "North Europe"
region located in Ireland 45. At the time of testing, VM was running in total five
Docker containers which consisted of API Gateway (Nginx), internal API, Redis DB
for internal API, authentication service, and Redis DB for authentication service.

Latency tests were run on a server located in the Company’s data center in
central Helsinki. The external API used in the test was the Finnish Patent and
Registration Office’s "Virre" interface located in Finland. Furthermore, KPMG
Connect authentication service was running in Amazon AWS "eu-west-1" region
located in Ireland 46.

6.5.4 Results

Routing API calls through an internal API (centralized APIs) has a significant impact
on the latency of each call which can be seen in Figure 33. In the worst case, the
average latency of calls was 181.8, which is 114.3 higher than when external API was
called directly. However, most of the increased latency is simply due to routing the
call via Ireland, where the closest Azure region is located, rather than due to internal
API functionalities. Latency between the test server and external API via internal
API adds up to 89 milliseconds on average, which would roughly mean that internal
API adds 25 milliseconds of latency. This added latency can be further divided into
smaller parts by comparing the other scenarios.

42https://2.python-requests.org/en/master/
43https://urllib3.readthedocs.io/en/1.4/pools.html
44https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/#virtual-machinesc82f5f12-61dd-442d-

9fcd-a6cd242a6b37
45https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/locations/
46https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/Concepts.RegionsAndAvailabilityZones.html
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Figure 33: Latency measured in milliseconds per test scenario and test run.

Comparison of scenarios 1) and 6) indicates that API gateway (Nginx), Flask
framework with error handling and automated logging adds only 6.1 milliseconds
of latency on average. Almost as much, 4.2 milliseconds on average, is added by
parsing XML and converting it into JSON format which can be seen when comparing
scenarios 3) and 6). This addition is surprisingly high, but measurements can also be
affected by any deviation on the external API response times. Of the centralized APIs
functionalities, authentication takes the most time: 34.6 milliseconds on average.
However, authentication provider KPMG Connect is an external service and most of
the added latency is due to distance between the internal API and KPMG Connect.
By caching KPMG Connect responses in authentication service, the added latency is
lowered to only 4.1 milliseconds on average when comparing scenarios 7), 8) and 9).
This includes an HTTP GET call from the internal API to the authentication service
which reads data from a Redis DB and returns it. The added latency is around 60%
of what Flask was adding, which could be due to the authentication service running
on Go. However, based on these measurements, this cannot be said for sure.

Furthermore, caching the authentication responses from KPMG Connect makes
it possible that an AT is revoked, but it can still be used in the centralized APIs
for the time of caching. The benefit of caching is, in this case, significant and it
also lowers significantly the load generated on KPMG Connect as two API calls are
required for validating an AT. The risk can be mitigated by keeping the caching
time of an AT short enough, which will still preserve the benefits as API calls are
often made in sequence.

Overall, the added latency by the centralized APIs platform and functionalities
are surprisingly low considering that there are five containers running on 1 virtual
CPU and 1 GB RAM Linux computer, and in most requests, all these services are
in use. Especially caching at different stages helps to mitigate the added latency
very well. Furthermore, the added latency of 89 milliseconds by routing calls via
Ireland could be easily mitigated by moving the centralized APIs to the Company’s
own datacenter if it becomes a burden. This would increase the latency between
authentication service and KPMG Connect from approximately 30 milliseconds to
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approximately 50 milliseconds, but this does not have a significant impact as the
responses are cached. In light of these results, the centralized APIs is a viable concept,
and it provides many functionalities for both the developers and users with tolerable
latency addition.

6.5.5 Microservices and Docker Containers

Based on the implementation of the centralized APIs platform and the first internal
API, microservices architecture is a good choice for such a platform. Microservices
enabled the possibility to implement the authentication service, which is under higher
load than the internal APIs, with another more powerful language. Microservices
architecture requires that each service implements an API that is accessible remotely,
such as a REST API in this case, and it can be seen as overhead. However, in many
of the languages, implementing a REST API is very simple and I do not see it as
a burden. Furthermore, as has been done in case of the internal APIs, most of the
boilerplate code is written into templates to make the start of development leaner.
With good experiences on implementing authentication services, I see that it is a
good idea to implement other similar shared services also with more performing
language than Python, so the services do not need to be scaled up when new internal
APIs are implemented. Microservices will surely also make the centralized APIs
more stable. While developing the internal API, a few bugs were created that led
to a restart of the internal API. While this should not be possible anymore with
the application-level error handling, it will surely happen at some point, but it is
assuring to know that it will affect only one internal API.

Docker was also found to be a very good fit with the microservices architecture.
With Docker, it is possible to run the exact same containers both in development
and in production with ease. Especially in the development phase, containers
are very powerful as related tools and services like databases can be set up and
configured within minutes. Furthermore, these configurations are then ready for all
other developers, which will minimize the time used on setting up a development
environment significantly. While not discussed in this thesis, Docker was also used
as the development environment for the application portal. Docker also enables the
possibility for the application portal developers to run their own local centralized APIs
for testing, although, this is not needed as a testing environment of the centralized
APIs is also available.
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7 Summary
In this thesis I designed and implemented three artifacts: 1) The centralized APIs
platform (back-end); 2) Internal API; and 3) Minimum Viable Product
(MVP) version of Application portal (front-end) according to the Company
requirements with emphasis given to ease of development. The centralized APIs
platform is based on microservices architecture and currently consists of four services:
1) API Gateway; 2) Authentication Service; 3) API Documentation service;
and 4) Internal API.

The API Gateway is a simple reverse proxy responsible for routing traffic to all
services behind it. Internal APIs are enabled by microservice architecture but the
authentication service is written with Go language due to it’s better performance.
KPMG Connect Single Sign-On (SSO) authentication provider is the main authenti-
cation method. API keys can also be used for authentication by applications with no
users or users without authorization to internal APIs, such as the Company’s clients.
In this thesis, I implemented one internal API with Python and Flask back-end web
framework. A template for future internal API implementations was derived from it.
For convenience of developers, the template includes logic for authentication, auto-
matic usage logging, custom errors, and error handling. Internal APIs are RESTful
APIs which return data in JSON data envelope with a predefined format.

The application portal is a Single-Page Application (SPA) based on React front-
end web framework which utilizes the implemented internal API. This portal also
uses KPMG Connect for authentication in order to allow internal APIs to be called
from the application without an additional login. The application portal relies on
React components to ease the development of new applications for new developers.
Several key processes have been automated - thus there is no need for a developer to
re-implement them. These include authentication, listing applications on front-page,
calling internal APIs based on form input and handling API errors, and rendering
error outputs to the user. The possibility to call APIs almost automatically and to
render errors automatically is achieved by good interface design of internal APIs.

I have shown through examples and evaluation how all requirements set for
the centralized APIs are fulfilled with the presented architecture, and all but one
requirement is fulfilled for the application portal. The Company can cut its cost
of essential information in half by migrating to using internal APIs compared to
current third party information providers. Savings add up to tens of thousands of
euros annually. More can be saved by information and file caching implemented
in the centralized APIs which will mitigate the risk of paying twice for the same
information. The centralized APIs platform has been adopted by the Company. It
currently consists of three internal APIs which have been in use by a new business
application since the release. One of the three internal APIs was developed by
another department during the writing period of this thesis, and a few more are
currently in the planning and development phase. This shows that a need for the
centralized APIs platform did exist within the Company, and the interest towards it
has sustained.
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